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In Our 93rd Year

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) rnents for persons registering
-Require any store selling
vice
A
reader sends in a Four weeks into the 1972 ses- beer at retail to mark up the to vote for president or
negotiations
bring
professional
sion,
a
would
president,
which
report on William Gargus.
price at least 25 per cent above
Seems that he sold his dark hal fir school teachers has that W paid for the beer, also state law into accord with fedintrockked
in
the
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eral law, submitted by Rep.
fired for $68 a hundred and he
sponsored by Van Horn.
tucky
General
Assembly.
D-Henderson.
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-Increase from` one to two Gross Lindsa,
The. bil1, introduced In ,ttie
-Require county fiscal
brought $63 per hundred and the
years the time within which a
average for his whole crop was HouseiViednesday, was similar suit for personal injury must be courts to provide funds for soil
was the subwater conserVation dis$65 a hundred. Mr. Gargus is to the One which
brought, submitted by Rep. and
wellj
tricts 'upon approving their
pleased with his yearsect of much controversy in Philip King, D-Covington.
budgets, sponsored by Lindsay
work. As you well know fifteen 4970, before being tabled in the
-Raise the maximum salary and others.
acres of tobacco is a lot of Senate and failing ta came LIP
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the authority to -hold
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Senate Billyear and other deputies to $6,- courts of inquiry in penal and
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disputes but would have bind- 600, introduced by Rep. Stuart criminal proceedings, submitted by Sen. Michael MoloThe Miami Herald has the ing arbitration only for griev- Kelly, D-Taylorsville.
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-Require minimum mild
runs that country's phone RV- David Van Horn, D-Lex-Remove residential require. salary
or $6,000 for circuit court

good

-2-- reporters in counties dare
prising.a.eepoeate judiciaLelistrict and having fewer than
150,000 residents. Present law
sets such a minimum salary for
clerks only in counties having
second class cities. The bill was
sponsored by Sen. Tom Garrett,
ea
Pamdaukceah.
D-ch unit of government in Kentucky liable for injuries-or deaths caused by its
empleyee_ or agents while perforating their duties, also •
--sub-mitted by Garrett.-.

20 machines which cost $50,000.
---Theywere designed to speed the
work of answering 200 million
annual calls to "informatiOn"
for telephone numbers.
Now, out they'll go, to be
'replaced with live operators.
'"The girls were quicker at
finding the numbers," was the
explanation. •
So human hands and minds
still can outperform machines
on that particular task, as on
many others. Egos which may
have been bruised by the
seeming super-efficiency of
machinery can take comfor.
t
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251
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(A?)-A
bill to amend Kentucky's SunWe know what they mean day
Closing Law, one of four
because from time to time we such
proposals before the curget all tied up with a computer rent ,
General Assembly, has
in some company we deal eitth.
cleared its first major hurdle in
If the computer gets on your
U e Senate.
back it refuses to let go until
The final vote was 28-6
somebody gives it the right
Wednesday on SB68, which
command to get things straight.
would exempt certain businessThe big trouble is getting
es from the Sunday closing prosomebody to give the thing the
vision and allow local„governcommand.
ments to decide whether to include others.
Here are a few facts on _
The bill now goes to the
newspaper readership acHouse
where the three other
cording to a survey made-he •
proposals are in committee.
Audits & Surveys, Inc'.
A similar
- measure was
passed
by
the
1970 General AsFour out of five adults read a
newspaper any given weekday. sembly but eventually was yeteed by former Gov. Louie B.
Num. The only differenee was
---The-eypieal-newspaper-rearlee
that it called for a countywide
picks up and looks at his paper
an average. of 2.4 times, referendum to • deCide exresearch by Audits & Surveys emptions not covered in the bill
instead of affording local govhas established.
ernments that option.
SB68 would exempt from the
Men are slightly better
newspaper readers than present statute all grocery and
women-81 percent as against drug stores, fishing tackle and
bait stores and souvenir and
79 percent.
gift shops.
Pr

124
2644
19c

, It contains a clause prohibiting discrimination against anyone who chooses not to work on
Sunday for regiligious reasons
and requires an employer to
provide another day off for employes who work on Sunday.
As under present law, businesses exempt from the Sunday
closing statute would not be
allowed to do business between
6 a.m. and noon on Sundays.
Sen. Gene Huff, R-London,
made the only speech against
the bill WednesdeY Will it
would put people in a position
Of having VS*-rort
1
en
possibly against their will.
People WM)obfeeleditlightbe
reluctant to say anything for
fear of intimidation, he said.
Huff also said the bill worked
against those who favored a
shorter work week.
"I ask those of you in sympathy with labor...to provide a
day of rest for the working
man," he said.
Sen. Denver Knuckles, RMiddlesboro, originally voted in
favor of the bill but changed
his vote after the original tally
was made. He said he wasn't
convinced the bill would prohibit the sale of aocholic beverages on Sunday.
Sen. Danny Yocom, D-Louisvile, who introduced the bill,
said it did not affect alcoholic
heverage sales specifically,
which, he said, were covered in
separate statutes.

The Murray Police Department has investigated two
accidents on Olive St., one
Wednesday, and one this
morning.
At 10:20 a.m. Wednesday, the
Police Department investigated
a two car accident at the corner
of 5th St. and Olive. Cars involved were a 1903 Volkswagen,
driven byJoseph Jan Dolchan,
and
by
Earnest F. Holland.
'Police reports said that the
Holland car was going straight
on 5th Street, and the Dolchan
cr was urning_right, _ from
Olive onto 5th. Damage to the
Dolchan car was to the left
headlight and to the front
bumper. Damage to the Holland
car was reported to be to the left
front fender and to the front
bumper. No injuries were
reported.
At 7:00 a.m, this morning,
police investigated an accident
at the corner of N. 12th and
Olive. Linda Kay Nanney of
Almo, driving a DM Chevrolet
owned .by Bobby Joe Nenney,
Was going West eit Olive when
her car collided with a. 1966
Volkswagen driven by Joe
Nelson Cohorm, 1702 Magnolia,
going,north on 12th; the police
repbrt said. No injuries were
reported.
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Tickets for the 35th annual
version of ''Campus Lights" at
Murray State University Feb.
24-25-26 are now on sale.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the music department
and faculty advisor to the
traditional musical production
which falls this year during the
school's Golden Anniversary
observance, said the tickets are
available on campus or by mail.
NEW EMERGENCY MICILEfor Calloway County Vita-Rescue was presealedto-IfirmdthytheAdmission is.-12 per person
Murray Moose Lodge Sunday. Presenting the title to Rescue Chief Max Dowdy was Moose
with all seats reserved. Groups
Governor
Paul Grogan, right center. Seated in the vehicle is rescue assistant chief, Jimmy Johnson.
of 25 or more get a special rate
Standing
at rear are squad officers Robert Hoke and Bernard Steen, far right. Moose officers at
of $1.75 per person.
front of
vehicle
are
left
to
right,
E.H.
Lax,
Jr.,
Orville Boy, Dale Outland, Ray Elkins, James McKhiney, and
- Tickets will be on sale in the
George Hodge.
lobby of the Waterfield Student
_Union Building on the campusfrom 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Gun Class To Be Held By
--Monday -through Friday. Mail'
orders are being accepted for Park, ROTC Departments
each of the three per-ter:pan*,
and 'should biaddroesed-to.;—.
._
The • Murray Recrnation
Richard W. Farrell, Marmon, Music DepartmienkTrice Department and the- 'Murray
Doyle Fine Arts Centerj_durray State ROTC Department will
The Murray Moose Lodge has. used for carrying personnel on
State University, Murray, Ky., conduct a course in Gun Safety donated an emergency vehicle search and rescue missions.
muli's----to- Callovy -Co. Fire-Rescue. The vehicle A cheek -for---tile---tiekets • and Marksmanshqx
also ac
:
tdiould be enclosed,along with a age seven and older.
Presentation of the late model company the fire- truck on
The class will be supervised station wagon. was made major fires to provide safety
self-addressed stamped enby a member of the Recreation Sunday at the Murray Moose .items, first aid supplies, and
velope.
Sponsored by the Murray -Department and conducted by Lodge. additional rescue equipment.
State chapters of two the Army ROTC Department.
Loyal Order of Moose and
Attending the presentation
professional Music frater- Students must provide their Legion of Moose of Lodge NO. representing the Lodge were
nities-Sigma Alpha Iota and own weapons and ammunition. 2011, Murray, purchased the Governor Grogan, Ray Elkins,
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia-the all- Twenty-two caliber rifles and wagon as a public service to the senior trustee; Orville Boy,
under are acceptable.
• student production involves a
citizens of Calloway County. trustee; E.H. Lai, secretary;
Classes will be held on- Paul Grogan, governor of the Dale Outland,treasurer; James
compaey of about 130 people
under the direction of Tom Saturdays at 9:00, beginning Lodge presented the title to Max McKinney, Jr., past governor
Walker, a senior from Green- February 5, for six weeks. All Dowdy,chief of the rescue unit. and George Hodge, past
-classes will meet at the rifle
-The Moose gave the vehicle to governor.
Proceeds from the light range at the University located the rescue squad after a plea
ez
Resenting
the
at the
"- Musical .cottiedy, aS in Pied on the north end of the -field was made recently te local civic eyed! were Chief.- Dowdy,
-years, will be used to provide house.
groups by the volunteers to Assisant Chief Jimmy Jinson,
Safety and marksmanship replace the lightweight van that , Captain Bernard Steen and
scholarships for incoming
Tinusic students at Murray State. will be stressed, according to a they have currently been *4/ weter_Aftsstit CnhWinRobert
park _spokesman, and a 'cer- Governor Grogan t
efidUtithips
Okl the
,1100 were awarded to music tificate of achievement will be reseue'squad that the Moose
The Ford van which has been
students from the show last given upon class completion
were pleased to help an used by the rescue squad will
• There is no fee for this prograx9 organization which. is much- now be sold to the highest
•
year.
Curtain time in the university For additional information, needed providing services toall bidder March 1. The van was
auditorium for each per- persons may call 753-8816 or 753- the people of Calloway County. acquired- from the local Red
7640.
formance will be 8:15 p.m.
The station wagon will be Cross chapter. The Calloway
Co. Fire-Rescue will continue to
lend support and transportation
to the Red Cross. Proceeds of
the Van sale will __provide
warning devices and radios for

I

House Bill Puts Controls On
Door-To-Doqr Book Salesmen

Lettering on'the vehicle was
eontribuied- by
-ad
vertising

FRANKFORT,Ky.-(AP)-= A Commerce for all the pupils inbill seeking to control door-to- volved.
door-book-and-snagasine salon
men in Kentucky has been tioned a -provision of the bill on prison guards by prisoners
passed by the House.
which would require-Aill_maga- so much more severe than
House:Mill 73 would require zines mailed into Kentucky to regular assault, which is only a
anyone "engaged in the busi- show on the labels when the misdemeanor.
Rep. David Karem, D-Louisness" of soliciting orders .fof subscription expired, and in
magazines, en ycloPedias, Bib- terms the receiver could under- ville, said a prisoner serving a
one-year sentence for auto theft
les or other printed mat erial stand.
•
could
get another five-year
to register with the local ChamRep. Joseph McBride, D-Waber of Commerce or sberiff.
The Murray Optimist Club
verly, who' asked that section term for merely slapping -the
The House passed the meas- be ,included in the bill, said he arm of a guard.
with the aid of in MSC
tiro Wednesday on an 84-3 vote did hot know how the date --A-motion by- -Karem to lay--fraternity, Alpha-Giiiiiina Rho.
Newspaper readership is
and sent it on to the Senate for .would be put on the labels but the bill on the clerk's desk so it is-sponsoring a drive to collect
heavy regardless of education
3744.- be amended to make it -work coats and shirts for the
consideration.
level, a research 'Study has
that it was meant "as a service could
more acceptab was _defeated Barkley Boys Camp. The tamp
The
bill's
main
sponsor,
Rep.
established.
Of
college
to the people of Kentucky."
John. Hardin HI, D-Hopkipsgraduates, 89 percent read a
is one of several small inAnother bill approved and
Other bills passed and sent to stitutions administered be the
ville, seid he did not believe it -sent to the Senate on a 68-17
paper on the average weekday;
would apply to school children vote would increase the penalty the House Wednesday were:
of high school graduates. 87
State Department of Child
-HB82, lowering from 21 to Welfare and contains about
selling subscriptions for cla1s for assaults on guards at state
Continued on Page Six
or other projects. But even if it penal institutions. The sentence 18 the age of a child whose par- forty-boys from the ages of nine
did, he noted, a teacher could for such an offense would be' ents must be made part of an to sixteen years of age.
merely call up the Chamber of another one to five years in adoption proceedings; it else
Continued on Page Six
Part of the program that the
would remove the necessity for boys
Murray State University's
prison.
participate in is the
a court order hefore a person's maintenance of their facilities.,
The bill's sponsor, Rep. W. J.
president says the school will
parental
rights
could
be
termioffer free dormitory rooms to
They also are provided with the Louden,' D-Carrollton, said it
JACKSON PURCHASE nated for falling to support his opportunity to. work away from
relieve
the
loto
was
intended
approximately
100
Kentucky
Cloudy and mild today with
or Rer child for one year. The
cal counties of the burden of
the camp while they arelhere.
chance of freezing raid.Chang- students and about 50 out-ofbill passed 93-1.
the
prisoners
in
keeping
such
state
Most of this work is outside
students who meet
ing to rain. A chance of a few
-HB80, raising the annual
trial
and
county
jail
pending
work
and one of the most
designated
schelestic
thundershowers-.Highs today in
execution Of the resulting sen- -salaries of district -detectives to critical needs is for warm'work
low to mid 40s. Cloudy and requirements.
a minimum of $5,000 in counties
tence. .
clothing.
The plan announced by Dr.
slightly warmer with rain, poswith a population of 150,000 or
members
Several
House
next _week._ an
•
Harry
M.
Sparks
comes as the
sibly mixed with snow tonight.
, more and a maximum of $8.000
timist Club sopkesrnan said,
Lows in mid 30s. Friday cloudy college struggles to meet debt
in counties having second class
local people may drop any old
with rain and warmer. Highs in corrunittments for student houscities; or $7,500 in counties with
work coats or shirts in the blue
ing.
the low 50s. Saturday partly
more than 40,000 residents but
boxes which are located at the
Sparks said the acute housing
cloudy and much colder.
no second class city. The vote following
firths: Bank of
surplus developed when higher
for the bill was 86-2.
KENTUCKY
Murray, Jim Adams IGA,
out-of-state tuition and other
Preparations also were begun Murray Sewing Center, Peoples
,.The
Country
Musical,
Cloudy and warm* through .factors cut sharply into Murray
scheduled for Friday night, in the House for another as- Bank, Roses Department Store,
Friday with Occasional rain be- State's projected growth for the
sault cip_HB111, the proposalfor Shirley Florist, and Tucker TV
January 28, has been
ginning in the west today. Rain 1970s.
raising the minimum annual
Thosewho are unable to drop
canceled, according to
"If we attract a student to a
spreading eastward and insalary for state agency heads off the work clothing may call
the
Almo
PTA.
free
room
creasing tonight with scattered
and he pays the
The reason given for the and their deputies from $20,000 762-6187 in the day time, or 753thundershowers tonight and regular out-of-state tuition of
cancelation was the large to $27,500. The bill has been set 8279.after 5:00 p.m., or 753-2943
Friday. Highs today in the .40s.1 $800 a year, I noire we're netnumber of children and adults .for.a vote on the floor every during' the day or evening.
Lows tonight in the 30s. Highs ting $52a we wouldn't get if the
day since last Friday but the Arrangements will be inside to
ill with the flu.
room stayed --empty," Sparks
Friday in the 50s. ,
For the benefit of those that leadership has not. called it up, pick up work coati and shirts".
said.
EXTENDED FORECAST
purchased tickets on the apparently because it lacks the
Kentucky residents_ pay $300
Outlook Saturday through a year tuition. Dormitory
country ham that was to be necessary votes.
More than 380 Kentuckians
Rep. Herman Rattliff, RMonday: Chance of snow flurt rooms ordinarily -cost $290 a
BUMPER BOOSTER-Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president of Murray State University, attaches a
given'away, a drawing will be
serve on regional . mental
ries Saturday and chance of year.
Seth anniversary sticker to the bumper of his car. Anyone making a membership
held at the school Friday Campbellsville, filed a floer health-mental
contributnion
retardation
amendment Wednesday which
rain or snow Sunday night or
morning at 9:00- to determine
Sparks said most the nonstate to the Murray State Alumni Association is given a sticker -one of several ways being used to emboards which offer local mental
present
would
strike
all
tee'
Monday. Lows mostly in the scholarship recipients would phasize the golden anniversary year of the school establishi,i in 1922. Money raised by tbe-ahunni
the winner:
provisions hi the bill and, in- health , services throughout
20s, and highs in the 30s and probably be from Illinois,- Ten- association is used primarily for scholarships awards.
The Musical .will be'
Kentucky.saysthe Department
low 40s during the period.
Continued on Page Six
rescheduled for a later date.
nessee and Missouri.
of Mental Health.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
---

University
To Off
Free Rooms

p
Pick Up Clothes
For Boys Camp

During_

Country Musical

At Almo Cancelled
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By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Jan. 27,
the 27th day of 1972 with 339 to
W. P Williams, President (1141:111b1- • •
James C Williams, Editor and Publisher
follow.
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
The moon is approaching its
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
full
phase.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best inThe first of the girls was inFRANKFORT, Ky.-Double
The morning, stars are
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer Co , 1509 Madison Ave.,
the trouble, double the joy. At troduced and stayed in their Mercury and Jupiter.
Memphis, Tn., Time & Life Bldg , New York, N.Y , Stephenson Bldg ,
least
that's the way Mr. and home for a three-day trial
The evening stars are Venus,
Detroit, Mich.
Afterwards,
the Mars and Saturn.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray S 35 per week. 51.52 per
Mrs. Cline Russell of 2103 period.
month, $18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties. I
Greenwood Ave in Louisville, Russells signed a contract with
Those born on this date are
47-50 Per year:-other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00 I .
the iiiiiicrietreeing
look at it.
under the sign of Aquarius.
per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18 00 per year All mail '
substriptions plus S percent state tax.
The Russell's, who took the the best interest of the child, American labor organizer
Entered daily at the Post Office. Murray, KentLcky, for transmission
assignment of running a foster and to maintain a proper home. Samuel Gompers was born Jan.
as Second Class Matter
Problems? Well, what you 27, 1850.
home for a couple of hard-toThe Outstanding Civic asset of a Community
consider a problem, the
might
place
teenagers,
now
On this date in history:
are in the
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
considers, opprocess of enlarging their home Russell's
In 1862 President Abraham
so they can take up Co four more portunities.
Lincoln issued general order
THURSDAY-JANUARY 27, 1972
"Right at first they tested No. 1, instructing Northern
children.
Russell.,37, was once a hard- us," he recalled. "One of the Army and Naval forces to be
to-place kid himself. Now be girls insisted she was going to ready to move against the
and lils wife say it is a real jrrfki" Lexington for Thanksgiving. South no later than Feb. 22,
suddenly have a family. They Then when I finally made
In 1880 a patent for an
can have no children of their arrangements and gave my electric incandescent lamp was
I laid me down and slept; I awaked: for the Lord sustained
consent, she was disappointed. granted to Thomas Edison.
own.
me.-Psalm 3:5.
She wanted me to refuse her."
Three
years
ago
In 1543 the U.S. 8th Air Force
the
couple
How about this for a tranquilizer? The Psalmist does not
At first the Russels had a staged the first all-American
adopted an infant. Then last
suggest it. He did it. It worked.
summer, after hearing a slight problem keeping Jane in air raid on Germany, bombing
broadcast appeal on behalf of school. Now, however, she is Wilhelmshaven in broad dayolder children in need of homes, completely adjusted. The light.
they enlarged their "femiljr by family is also active in cotnIn 1S4.8n. Margaret Chase
Signing to lave two girls" live minty and ehm-ch.
Smith of Maine'announced that
For Cline Russell, working she would seek the Republican
by Carl Riblet Jr.
with them.
Goverrunent help is ayugatile_ with children has been an nomination for the presidency.
If Mr. Nixon _doesn't layoff all.the_maneuverings
for their project, but the avocation since he-,returned She was the first woman ever
and hard-lines he has-been handing out and dishing
Russell's shun that in favor of from five years service with the to seek the presidential nominaup this winter to our surprise, wonderment, concern,
involving individuals and firms Army. He organized a Gospel tion of a major political party.
and, in some cases our consternatimile_ max
in their project. With ado-it-on- Sing group. _thr-Itillttla
discover that on Election Day we will be too tired to,
their-own appraoch, so far they needed help, and through the
A thought for the day:
have some private donations work, discovered the reward of Abraham Lincoln said;"1-claim
go to the polls, to say nothing-of staying up past
and promises of help from helping others.
not to have controlled events
midnight to view the victory celebration.
"All these so-called problem but confess
earpenters„.
plumbers and
plainly that events
"Too niiith oft good thing it tiOri.
!e than
children really need is love and have controlled
electricians.
me."
ante at-a.'
Russell, who is a pattern, dependable authority," says
Mrs.
Russell.
-English Proverb -New
Brunswick
was given its
cutter at American Standard
The Russells figure they have name from the House of BrunsCompany, has his modest income augmented ,by the • enough of both to share with a wick, ruling England at the
Down Concord Way...
Ume
. the province was eltali
:
„
—Departntint of Child Welfare- half-dozen children.
fished in 1784.
which grants the Russells $5.60
per day for each of the two girls
'Ai
who have become a part of their
EXECUTIVE VICE PRISIDENT
family.
Southern States Industrial Council
Fifteen-year-old Jane (an
assumed name) came to live
with them last August, and in
Prog Into. /533314
Many of the churches October they added Sue,
16.
A TAXPAYERS' REBELLION?
throughout the Commonviealth Both girls had been placed
,
in
legislative
and
governors
number
NASHVILLE,
Tenn.
-A
of
By Estelle Spiceland
-of Kentucky will observe Kentucky Village for running
part of the time. Mrs. Herman
Another former Concorder, Lovins has been hospitalized leaders apparently don't take their constituents' demands for tax Christian Education Sunday,
I Hi RI R f3R01.( Ot I
away from home.
for
is
the
explanation
What
there
seriously.
other
very
relief
Bill Kline,has died in Michigan. several days. All of us able to do
February 20, 1972.
Russell sees nothing parproposing-programs
entail
are
that
that
programs
they
costly
His brother Howard Ls ill
Kentucky Baptists sponsor ticularly unusual about giving
our work are counting our
Cs%.%se
a
major increases in income, gasoline and property taxes?
— Mier
- ka
--Y.
three senior Baptist colleges: home to children in trouble,
blessings.
..YGC111111
lie
the
Holton
Virginia,
Lindwood
sock
taxplans
it
to
Gov.
In
to
_ Ain't=Moldy accept death
_College,
George
te wit
Congratulations to Mr. and -Payers. He has proposed a 85.2 billion state budget for 1972,74, Georgetown, Kentuag, Robert remembers the four years
as the little child who when
spent in Ridgewood, since...spending.
state
increase
per
cent
of
in
and
34
who
Mrs.
Burman
Parker
shed her idea of death said
ajanlee
I.. Mills, president; Camp- renamed Lynnwood Girl's
proposed
the
West
Carolina,
has
John
to
South
Gov.
In
wedding
celebrated
their 50th
:one of these days I'm going to
bellsville College, Camp- Center, when it was a county
extracted
from
million
the
taxes
in
be
$75
new
Legislature that
iallasleep,andwhenlwakeup anniversary Sunday. We
bellsville,Kentacky. MUMMA.
wonder how many couples of -.pockets of the taxpayers. In addition, he has recommended Cavenport, president; tum- welfare institution for blacks.
311 be with Jesus and my little
The Louisville couple launschool,
construction
a
would
project
cost
that
medical
of
a
second
this
age
modern
will
be
dster." We could learn so much
berland College, Williamsburg, ched their new career as foster
the state upwards of 450 million.
Celebrating even their 25th
drom children.
Kentucky, James S. B Boswell, parents when they contacted
In Midwest City, Okla., a suburb of Oklahoma City, the voters
anniversary.
president;
one
Baptist the Child Welfare Department
People have said to us, "But
were asked to approve a bond-financed "improvement" program.
Hope by the time this is
academy, Oneida Baptist In- after hearing the broadcast
you have had no children."
coast,
examples.
coast
isolated
taxpayers
These
to
From
aren't
printed everyone is finding that
stitute, Oneida, Kentucky, appeal.
At the house from which we behind the clouds the sun still
are under pressure from state and local officeholders who are
moved in Concord one can still shines.
proposing grandiose schemes the people can't afford. Politicians David C. Jackson, presdient;
see the imprint of baby feet in
are trying to enlarge their reputations at the expense of the and one adult preachers school,
Clear Creek Baptist School,
the concrete door steps. We
taxpayers.
MENTAL
stood our borrowed baby in the
The officeholding industry, however, may find that new Pineville, D.M. Aldridge,
'concrete before it hardened. He
HEALTH
spending plans don't constitute a route to political glory. On the president.
Also located in Kentucky and
_jived next door and we ,started
MATTERS
building
rebellion
taxpayers'
is
evidence
that
a
there
is
contrarY.
••
all southern
rborrowing him when he was
up. The Louisville, Ky., Times, which circulates in Indiana, supported by
Baptists in the Southern Baptist
+tiny. His parents were
__recently asked: "Will Indiana Taxpayers Revolt?" It said that
Bertram S„Brown, M.D.
JB 4T]
rti ;
r •
generous. We still keep the old
"church-going Hoosiers don't go in much for dmon.stralions on the Theological Seminary -at
Dieector
Louisville,
Duke
McCall,
-L
1.rneker_marOdtedhimtasleep
--Capitol steps, But there-nisi-TU.
the polls next
president. -Through the --National ktstitute • 'after I read all the Bible stories
,Ey---kAP)- Matt- N9Vellikr,7
rs
•
Twigs-progranrot---DflokirrtatjitUattri
"Which he could understand' See, 11,
THE AT
The Virginia Legislature reacted cooly to Gov,. Holton's
of Melbourne, Ky., is
financial
support,
the
nightly.
spending
Dominion
has
avoided
long
excessive
Old
"dans.
The
hospital
recuperating today in a
Tuesday
Cooperative Program, Ken_901-__SArr _
Prog. Info. 753-314
heed-und-shettider iffjefies. _StakaPending. Prudentlegislators_undoubteclly,will oppose any
tucky's
twrPtItIrd
ofa-rn111107i---arodrpriezvieve
,
wandered off following a puppy. after
departure from that sound tradition. They aren't likely to accept
his mother lifted her 2,That scare gave us
an un- 000-pound wrecked car from
Gov. Holton's remarks that equate big spending with progress. Baptists support these colleges
Research study of a "child'sand schools in Kentucky, plus
A SWINGING
derstanding of how parents him
South Carolinians, who are aware of the severe limits on the
eye-view" of a mentally ill (psyTuesday.
five
seminaries
in
other
suffer when a child is lost. We
WESTERN
chotic) parent is leading to
Palmetto State's financial resources, may oppose the new
America, and scores of colleges
Mrs. Margaret See, 33, a fiveaged years before
he was
deeper understanding, of both
spender proposals, which include a 10 per cent wage increase for
the child's chances of develop-found. We took him with us foot-five, 120 pound brunette,
teachers and state employes. It is extraordinary that Gov. West and seminaries all over the
ing normally and of the meworld.
*wherever we went and he could dismissed
the feat
as
would make such a proposal when the federal Pay Board limits
chanics of mental illness.
'c /6
The type of observance
;show us so much we „had not "nothing."
raises to 5.5 per cent. The taxpayers.aren't likely to favor the idea
In continuing studies, Dr. E.
conducted
individual
by
the
!seen.
James Anthony, of Washington
Mrs. See, who was driving, of teachers and other state employes being treated as privileged
church will take the form of a
I think we started losing him
class.
University, St. Louis, is finding
said
she
was
distracted
and
ran
when we bought a television for
that children of the mentally ill
Local officials who attempt to add to the burdens of taxpayers sermon on Christian Education
G1341#
off
the
road
when
the
family
by the pastor or the parhis entertainment. He is grown
have an increased probability of
may find themselves in serious trouble at election time. In
A CAYEMA COMP FILMS PIESENTIMON
A NAraNiAL ODIEPAI.PIC7LNES
Irish
Setter
became
sick
in
the
RELEASE
'ef
041.4(
La On
ticipation
of
themselves.
disturbed
becoming
Baptist
one
of
the
up now a credit to all of us. He
Midwest City, Okla., for example, the bond program was rejeccollege or school presidents, They also have greater vulnera-sinrs with the Bu Mac Boys, he, front seat.
program.
ted,
as
was
In
a
commenting
proposed
renewal
urban
Mark was thrown from the
bility to psychotic stresses at
is SiPriday School SuperinOn this development, The Daily Oklahoman noted that. deans, teachers or students to
certain points in their developcar
and
trapped
when
fiit
it
a
observance
of
in
the
share
tendent at Mt. Carmel Church
"throtikhout the country taxpayers are turning down bond issues
ment.
pole and rolled over.
Clyistian. Education Sunday.
and we still follow with interest
for schools and other local governmental purposes."
Surprising, the study shows
. his progress. But, no doubt like
that the effects of having a parIn part, this seems to be a protective reaction against inflation.
"Mark t,as partially under
ent who is seriously ill physicreal parents, on occasion, we the car and was complaining of
The taxpaying public is beginning to understand that the high cost
ally can have an impact equally
feel forgotten. But we got more his shoulder, and it was just a
of government is the principal cause of inflation in the United
as upsetting on the children as
. that we gave.
States. Many citizens apparently feel that the spending programs
small car," said Mr. See, a
having a parent menially ill.
ALL SEATS SW - - And when we see parents parttime secretary.
of the federal government are beyond their control. But they are
The ages during which chilcadopting children we now know
confident
local
that
against
bond
they
can
decisively
act
They had been returning
issues
dren appear to be most vulnera'that the parents are growing home from a veterinarian with
and tax proposals.
ble, according to the study. are
LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT. 1 1:30 P.M.
. too. The children may grow the dog at the time of the accifour to seven, nine to eleven.
The taxpayers aren't-at this point-organized to demand
All Seats 1 1.50 and fourteen to sixteen. When
• away from us, but our lives are dent near the Alexandria, Ky.
curtailment of federal programs. But they sometimes find it
the illness is severe, however, a
• enriched by the memories we fairgrounds.
possible to organize effectively to-combat spending proposals at
Over PIO Yrs. Onl
child of any age can be affected.
will keep, as little foot prints in
• „
the state and local level. They no longer believe the propaganda
girl,
country
just
a
"She's
concrete.
that's been pumped out for yeats, such as the notion that 1RWith regard to school achieveR. W. Ahern, District
CHE
said her husband Norbert See
*AN
ment. Dr. Anthony has found
creased spending for teacher pay and school facilities produces Director of the Immigration
PLOWSOYS
Rainey Lovins' birthday
at the hospital later
quality education. More and more taxpayers realize that public
Naturalization Service, that children of normal parents
hifTO
and
dinner was enjoyed at his home
i.
"I knew my boy was under
do best and children of physiceducation has become a sacred cow in America and that supei:- Cleveland, Ohio, announced
Wednesday evening by his
PLAYSOYS!
ally ill parents seem most handithe car and I had to get him
stititions have grown up around it. They also recognize that while today that aliens required to
family and Mrs. Mary
Color
capped.
out," replied Mrs. See. "I
the
cost
skyrocketed,
public
of
public
education
schools
90X0171C1 onrwiAno.... rimers ecirss, ADULTS ONI r
has
have
address
their
reports
submit
to
Wisehart, Berniece Wisehart's didn't notice the weight of the
On the other hand, 5 to 10
become turbulent and standards have fallen. While the cost of the Government have until
family, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Pinto."
percent of the children who
operating local school systems soars, federal control over school January 31 to comply.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
were studied developed."supersystems increases every year.
McClure and Gene Lovins'
.
The Immigration official normal" capacities- for adapts=
Open 6:30-Start 7:00
A
taxpayers'
relYelliqn; to be nieiiiiingfid, l- utist extend to federal urged all aliens who have not lion in response to the strew of
family.
MUR AYDRIVE
NAMED TO HONOR ROLL
as well as state and local spending. The only way for the tax- compiled to go to' the nearest having a mentally ill parent.
We were so sorry that the new
William M. Smith of Murray. paying public to obtain full protection is to elect members of Post Office or Immigration
brick home of the Joe Pat,
Although all the data have not
Prog Info 753.3t94
been analyzed from work done
leman's near Mt. Carmel was named to the fall semester' Congress who will fight to reduce federal expenditures. This is a Office and file the required
to date and the research is conyear of opportunity in that respect, for a new House of report.
urch was destroyed by fire honor roll at the University of
Representatives will be chosen iq 1972. Concerned taxpayers can
Parents or legal guardians tinuing, it has had significant imwhen struck by lightening Oklahoma, where he is a
pact on the scientific community
organize at the congressional district level and seek an economy
Thursday
must report for alien children and on the planning of
morning.
The student. A total of 5,593 students
mental
pledge from candidates for the- House. If, taxpayers don't under fourteen (14) years of age health
Cokmans have two small were listed on the honor roll. To
services. Recently, it figorganize,
elements,
Parasitic
they
trouble.
who
will
be
in
want
be
eligible for the honor roll, a
to
children-.
Mr. Ahern advised that the ured in a revision of New York
live on welfare,„are organized in groups such as the Welfare address report is required each State's mental health legislation.
Many of our -acquaintances student mast have an overall
RUSS TAMBLYN • JENIFtR BISHOP • ION CHANEY, JR
year from all aliens except
are in the hospital. Durwood grade'average of B (3.0) or. Rights Organization. The reliefers are demanding a guaranteed
The Washington University
weiciue.ia te• 051.15 PROOUCT001K, INC
.
annual wage of $6,500 a year.
Edwards, Frank McCuiston, better in a minimum of 12 credit
those in diplomatic status and research is among more than
Recent Congresses haven't given any sign of heeding tax- refftesentatives of certain in- 100 studies related to schitoCOI 1fl
Rj
Sanford McClure and, others hours, and musk not have a
* Plus 2nd Feature *
phrenia, a major mental illness,
payers' protetts. This suggests that Congress needvsome new ternational organizations.
and many are Art
home. "Jailing" or "unsatisfactory"
that
are
supported
by
the
Nato
will
the
listen
faces-national
who
legislators
taxpayers
and
-James Patterson may soon mark ahy any course, acHe pointed out that willfull
eliminate the domestic giveaway programs that are draining the failure to comply carries tional Institute of Mental Health
- return to-Memphis for surgery. cording to Dr. Paul F. Sharr,
and coordinated through its Cert.
resources of working Americans.
serious penalties.
Maud Nance is able to be up University president.
ter for Studies of Schizophrenia.
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U.D.C. Holds,
Luncheon-Meet

Kemp-Furgerson. Vows Read

The J.M. Williams chapter
no. 805 of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy met on
Wednesday, January 19, at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
The lovely T-shaped ltmcheon
table was decorated in red and
white, featuring a beautiful
floral centerpiece flanked by
tall red tapers in crystal candle.
holders. Place cards bearing
flags marked each place at the
table.
A delicious turkey and all the
trunnungs luncheon was served
to ten members and four guest.
The guest were .Dr. and Mrs.
L.J. Hortin, Mrs. R.L. Bowden,
and'Miss Betty Bowden.
Dr. and Mrs. Hortin joined
forces to present an interesting
and comprehensive report on
the lives and accomplishments
of Robert E. Lee, T.J.
(Stonewall) Jackson, and
Matthew Fontaine Maury, allborn in January.
Especially informative was
Dr. Hortin's talk on Admiral
Maury,of who so little is known
by most petfirlt- was Ma
Who inspired the formation of
the Weather Bureau and much
of his navigational knowledge is
still in use as standard study in
the United States Naval
Ar.ademy
Mrs. Hortin spoke on the life
of Robert E. Lee who turned
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Thomas Kemp
down an -offer made by
President Lincoln to command
miss Le§Ife... Lee Furgerson, illusion and carried a basket of
the United States Army in order daughter uvr, and Mrs.-)wii.i. bronze ancryellow MUM.% .
to serve the Confederacy.
W. Furgerson, and Hal Thomas
Mrs. Wm. Furgerson, mother
Dr. Hortin finished the Kemp, son of Mrs. Mile Kemp of the bride, wore a long
Program with-k-descriPtion of —slid the late Janie:I-Reny, Were la vendar-dies
-ii or crepe-Vimthe life and service of Stonewall United in marriage in a late med with border print at the
Jackson.
ember- --cif wdielight- neck -and-sleeves. -Her -cOrsageThe business meeting was ceremony in the First United was a purple orchid. Mrs. Effie
conducted by the president, Methodist Church of Murray. Kemp, mother of the groom,
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, who
The Reverend Dr. Samuel was attired in a beige floor
read a letter from Fort Knox Dodson performed the double- length gown of crepe trimmed
expressing thanks for the ring ceremony before an altar at neck and sleeves. Her
twelve boxes of candy which of ivory tapers and fall colored corsage was a bronze orchid.
donations from the chapter mums. A progrankoiesuptial
Mr. Robert Baker attended
furnished for hospitalized music Was presented by Mrs. his brother-in-law as best man.
veterans.
'
-Richard Farrell, organist, and Mr. Wes Furgerson, brother of
Mrs:-146-glib ailtect EMI Miss
- Susan Hale, vocalist. Mrs. the Pride, Served as groomcommemorative stamps (used) Vernon Shown sang the Lord's sman. Mr. Steve Arent and Mr.
be saved by the members and Prayer.
• Dennis Richerson were the
sent to disabled servicemen
The bride, escorted to the ushers.
.
who have requested them. Miss altar by her father, was lovely
Immediately tollowim_ the
Mary Williams is chairman
in a formal gown of candlelight teremeny-,--a-reeeptieln-was held
for the stamp collection and will peau de soie fashioned with a in the Social Hall of the church.
receive any stamps donated for lace bodice and lantern sleeves Miss Rita Harris kept the guest
mailing.
accented with clusters of tiny register. Serving the guests
Mrs. Hess Crossland acted
'Misses Ceiia Simmons,
Aped ptgsrla.„Itincback --of-ber •
secretary for the 4e
SOVIII featured a chapel length Judy Adams, Carma Lisa
with lace Lovett,'and Mesdames Purdom
• .-t • 4,4., train trimmed
•
heat meeting Will be held flowers and pearls. Her tiered 'Lovett,-John McCage,. Ted
Wednesday, February 16, at 10 veil of illusion was attached to a Billington, and Carl Oakley.
a.m, at the home of Mrs. Hunt headpiece of lace pedals and Mrs. James Boone was in,
Smock.
pearls. The bride's only jewelry charge of the wedding and the
was a sapphire pendant,'a kifr reception.
of the bridegroom. She carried
Sweet snacks'
After a short wedding trip, the
a cascade bouquet of white and bridal couple left to make their
For a sweet treat, place
yellow roses sprinkled with home in Pensacola, Florida
• eight graham crackers on ababy's breath.
where the groom is stationed in
--sheet of aluminum foil, Top
_ each with a slice of peanut
Miss Georgiann Furgerson the Nayy._
Chocolate candy bar and -a
attended her sister as maid-ofOut of town guests were Mr.
marshmallow. Serve immehonor...Miss Jennifer Mc- and Mrs. Lynn D. Furgerson
• diately.
Clanahan, sorority sister of the and
Miss
Sharon
Kay
L-41.7listide; was,'The bridesmaid. -Furgerson of StarksVine,
"
• green crepe trimmed with Pace and Miss Susan Pace of
velvet ribbon were fashioned as Arlington Heights, Illinois; Mr.
YOU
ARE
the bride's. ctress,__Thek_head- and Mrs. Bob Swisber....M13-4
.,...111; YLTED TO
pieces featured a flat velvet Eleanor Coffman, Mrs. Judy
Come In and
-bow attached to a veil of moss Stovall and Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
green illusionw Thy carried Horton of Paducah, Kentucky;
Browse Around
mosegays of bonze and gold Rep. and MM. Carroll Hubbard
Our Selection
mums
trimmed with gold of Mayfield, Ky.; Mrs. Tommy
RTIFICIAL FLOWERS
ors
I DRIED FLOWERS
velvet ribbons.
Walker and Miss Lynn Walker
VASES
Miss !Umber LeAnn Baker of Nashville, Teti; and Mrs.
and Master Steven Baker, niece John McClanahan -Mrs. Judith
806 Chestnut St.
and nephew of the groom, Jones, and Mr. Don Jone -_-ot
Phone 7534800
WE DELIVER
served as flower girl and ring- Caruthersville, Missouri.
bearer. Miss Baker's formal
Att.
Reheacsal Dinner
gown of moss green crepe _ Mrs. Effie Kemp of Paducah
featured an empire waist entertained
Miss
Leslie
trimmed with white lace and Furgerson and Hal Kemp with a
/
r
ef"?&ItIVIU
velvet ribbon. She wore a Rehearsal dinner at the
CA/
I ...10
headpiece of velvet ribbon and Southside Restaurant in
Wifflnigr
Murray, Ky. The tables were
decorated in a Christmas motif
WilwrwmOkollowwwwWfw...-w4
111 I
of candles and poinseftas. he
bridal couple presented their
attendants with gifts. Twenty
guests enjoyed the festive occasion.
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* WEEKEND SPECIALS *

Parakeets va Price
Pet Supplies 25% Of;
We Carry the Best In Dog, Cat & Bird Supplies

LAMBERT-KAY'S

RED & BLACK
FISH SALE!!
And Many Other Fish Specials!
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March Wedding Planned

Blood River Women 4•1
--AM Meet-Tonight
The Blood River
Associational Young Women
will meet tonight, Thursday,
January 27, at 7:.00 p.m. at the
Flint Baptist Church. All
Baptist Young Women and
others interested in joining are
invited to attend.
• The guest speaker will be
David Lewis, Baptist Student
Union President„who recently
took a World---Mis:sion Tour
through several European and
Asian countries.
Another representative from
the HSU'will speak to us- about
the coming Richard Hogue
Spireno Crusade.

ean.

Mistress gets 'facts
of lire'--from wife
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: May I give your readers ins oenefit of
my very valuable experience? I address this to any woman
.
who is in love" with a married man.
Sunder or holidays. - Never expect to see...1gEg_
Never call him at home.
Don't ever expect him totake you out in public, but be prepared to entertain him at your place. He may
bring a bottle or the steaks occasionally, but in
actual dollars and cents you will spend more on hint
than he'll spend on you.
Never depend on him.in times of personal crisis.
Don't believe him when he tells you his wife is a
shrew, cold, homely, too fat, or too thin, and she
hasn't slept with him for 10 years.
Don't ever expect his wife to divorce hint---eves -if
she catches him. She knows4katand won't be his last. Also, she is not about to give
up her social status, financial security and retire- ment income because- of you. However, her dig-- • covery will probably terminate his affair with you,
so be prepared to get some new clothes, circulate,
and find another married man whose wife is shrew,
homely, tbo-Tit- tbr -166"tMhT
HIS WIFE
with him for 10 years. Sign me

-t Don't drown!
Amount of water used-ntcooking vegetables is important--the
less
water,
the
more
nutrients re-,
tamed. For young, tender
vegetables, one-half to one
CUP of water is usually
enough for six servings.
Water to cover is needed
for some older-Mit- vege.
ratites that reqtare laver
cooking.

Miss Patricia Helena WilsoiL

•

•

Tenctwitest-tfati-.-p1441--tenned--Aissitar--ffMr crab -is

Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Wilson, of Murray, Route Three, ancompletely tendonnounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
less, so no aeed to -remove
daughter Patricia Helena Wilson; to Scott Anthony Seiber, only
tendons or 'cartilage," or
DEAR WIFE: Brave: Thanks for sharing.
son of Mrs. Reba Seiber of Chattanooga, Tennessee and Mr. E.R. , "pick over crab" or ?clean
crab" before using '
•
Seiber of Charleston, W."Virginia.
DEAR ABBY: My huSband and I recently met a very
Miss-Wilson is presently a 'senior at Murray State University.
attractive and charming -couple. We took to each .other on
Mr. Seiber, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, is with
first meeting and they asked us if we played bridge. We
the Forestry Division of the Tennessee Valley Authority, Ltindsaid we did, so-thef invited us over for a foursome of
You can start losing weight today-.
Between the lakes.
bridge. We accepted.
MONADEX- is a tirry•talskrt Arid uSay
Abby,4ny husband-and I enjoy bridge, but these people- - --- The-wedding will take place March 25, at 3:00 p.m.-in-the sane-77,1D- -toe mOyeADex win tudg
your desir• for •seess food. Eat 1112
tuary of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
took the game so seriously, that they nearly came to blows
weigh less. Contains no d
drugs and will not mak* you nervous.
Formal announcements are being sent to out of town guests
with each other! All evening long they were making sareasNo Mimic/us wit:incise. Chimp your
tie' remarks to each other and my husband and I didn't
only. All friends and relatives are cordially invited to attend.
. start today. MONADEX coed
$3.00 for a 20 day suppiy. Lose=
enjoy the evening one bit.
fat or your money will be ref
To
carve
a
sirloin
steak
.
,
remove
-mention
of
We invited them to our home [avoiding any
with no gumboot asked. NIONADEX
the hone by cutting all the way, Is sold with this guarantee by:
cards when we asked them], but we ended up playing
around
it.
Then
cut
across
Wallis Drug Store-Murraysteak
bridge again, anyway.'This time was worse than the first!
the grain and at a slight angle.
Orders Filled
Mall
and
1
for
invited
bridge
us over
They have since twice
said we were "busy"-which we weren't.
The Gamma Gamma chapter
They are a charming couple when they aren't playing
of Beta Sigma Phi met On
bridge, and we'd like to see them again. If they invite us
January 25 at 7:30 p.m. at the
again, would it be proper for us to accept and suggest we
home of Robert Hopkins.
NORTH AND SOUTH
don't play cards?
The meeting was called to
order by president Martha Ails
Certainly.
NORTH:
DEAR
That's our way of finding out
If it's your company-they want, or a foursome for bridge. ---- and the opening ritual followed
with 16 members in repitition.
The program for the evening
DEAR ABBY: When my wife and I were married, she
was . given by
Miss Beverly
was 33, and I was 41. She said at the time she didn't want
Herndon in absence of Mrs.
any children until she was sure our marriage would last.
&Jerry Duncan. The title "Her
Well, it's lasted for 11 yeers, and she's still not sure.
Crowning Glory" _was emI. told her if she doelk't make up her mind by next
ALL
Easter, she will have to get another "Daddy" for any chil-• phaimed with a -lecture-on the
variey of hair styles and the
dren she plans to have, because I am not about to start
methods of caring for one's
raising kids in my middle fifties.
and Winter
Fan
hair.
If you can provide me with any other arguments for my
The
business
portion
of
the
side, please let me have them. Thank you
meeting followed. The roll was
Ni) KID MYSELF
called and the minutes were
DE.t.R NO KID: I think you're the one who's being
accepted as received. The
kidded. Your Wife doesn't really want any children. There
treasurer's report was given by
are exceptions, of course. but a Daddy who's old enough
president Ails in the absence of
for Social Security is hardly young enough for touch footJerti Parkin:
ball.
The committee reports
CONFIDENTIAL TO - "SORRY IN CENTRILIA. followed with each chairman
_giving their detailed outlines of
WASH.-: There Is no discrete in saying.
Was wrong.". I/
-stuartes man,tans yea were .--_,L-sday.
41bms Irwin& earrim- Dot
their group. '
Illbers your problem? You'll feel better if yea get It off
Service chairman, Beverly
year elm,. Write to ABBY, Buz 511706, Los Angeles. Cal.
Herndon, reported that...the
-1111111111-1141F-Liktriiiiiir rify enclose stamped. addressed
aiiniCal collection for the Heart
envelepe.
Fund will take place at the
February 19 Murray State
basketball game. Also, Beta
Sigma Phi will again participate in Coffee Day, to be
held- Tuesday, February 1.
Final plans are now being
4
-made for the Valentine Banquet
1301 W. Main
according to social chairmanx
to involve anyone in her trou- Sylvia Thomas. The banqutt
By PEACE MOF FAT
AP Newsfeatures_Writer
bles who will be devastated will be held on Saturday,
NEW YORK (AP) - like her mother.
12,st 6:30 p.m. at the
February
how
tells
book
other
no
"And
How
you 'cope with the
to travel with your lover Ob- Holiday Inn.
new Morality?
Discussion was brought forth
viously .a lot of people are doing
• With the new etiquette. of
this, but thetkinight‘not know on the menu for the evening and
course - the kind of etiquette
that in some cases its still diffi- it was decided that each'person
that doesn't tell you when to
cult to get a room together •
would order from the menu in
wear white gloves and a hat,
Ms. Greene says one thing advance as opposed to a buffet
but rather what not to wear
__the book didn't solve was how to style meal.
••
under your see-through blouse,
refer to the man you're living
Following the committee
how to travel with a man to
husband.
with if he's not your
reports, the closing ritual aM
whom you're not married and
but she notes that it does proeven how to have an affair Mitzpah were repeated..
vide a guide for an unmarried
politely. And it's all set forth in
At the close of the evening, a
couple's living together
a new book, "The Cosmo Girl's
EA;
"You have to decide whether surprise baby shower was given
Guide to the New Etiquette.'•
Ed
to keep his apartment or yours in honor of both Mrs.
In this book we don t talk or whether to get a new one. ' Thomas and Mrs. Gary
Ain't .the morality of a situ- Ms. Greene points out "It Smothennan.
A lovely cola,
ation - just given that situ- _might be rather helpful tu.keep
Thursday, January 27
decorated in traditional ,pink
ation, how to handle 'L., says
both apartments for a kind al .and blue for the occasion was
The Magazine Club will meet
Gael Greene. a major contribretreat.Thursday at 2:20 p.m. at the utor to the
herved to each member by the
guide.
Ms. Greene says she herselt hostess, Mrs. Robert Hopkins
home of Miss Cappie Beale and
The writer, who is married to was raised
in a very "fiber
Mrs. J.I. Hosick. Election of a journalist, but prefers to be
ated" way. - My parents made
officers will be held.
known as Ms. Greene lives in
me feel I was . so brilliant I
Curried Pastry
New York City and in a "liberit was just
ctiuld do anything
tock
Woods
near
ated"
church
Hors d'Oeuvre
Friday, January 20
a question of what .1 would do.
t'N
An old-fashioned pie supper 1".Y. She says she has heed she explains 'Hut she still adAdd a little curry powder,
will be held at Hazel Elemen- "publicly attacked for some of mits to some "old tashioned .
Mustard and
of
dry
dash
expresses in her
tary School at six p.m.,followed the views she
notions about masculine and crumbled savory to pie crust
articles. Known in Manhattan feminine roles so she has conby a country music show at
mix. Roll'Out on floured board:
primarily for her restaurant areight p.m.,featurfhg three local ticles in New York Magazine, tributed a chapter calted-Vir, bush with melted butter; cover
with Worneras lab
with sliced almonds. Cut with
well-known bands.
• she also contributes regularly eitilting
There', she counsels women to cookie muter; bake on cookie
Discounted Items
magazines.
to other national
sisters,
liberated
listen to their
Chili Supper at New Concord and recently wrote
sheet at 425 degrees just until
Bite. A and
what
try to comprehend
1* -American Tourister Luggage
School cafeteria. Serving starts New York Restwato Strategolden (few minutes).
they are saving, adding thid the
at 6 p.m. and continues through gy"
* Spode Earthenware
ritictll
women's.liberaiiiin
ball game.
.
"I think this etiquette hook is
.111 'Olin
"..in,.t•rt,
Worth
I::
* Poppy Trail Pottery
Use soon
very daring.' • she admits. -but
"TOPtt,was nevr-r any doubt
Old-fashioned pie supper at I think it's legitirrtai(, too For
,
—la
i.ifse
-I'nftii
led
would
do.
in my own mind that I
* Bryie, Tiffifl crystal
Hazel Elementary School.--Pies instance, we tell a girl who is
sinned more than one In
independent.' Ms
something
will be auctioned and purchaser pregnant that blackm.iding the Greene says But I never let
Iwo Mnnth, di I'
will'share with maker. Begins _lather. is .wrong. .whel her_ ler._ 'that' interfere -with.. having a .tosr semie
marriageor for incer,.. and not iniasin my life
at 6 p.m.

LOSE UGLY FAT

Gamma Gamma Has
Meeting Tuesday

THE

Iti)/1

MOCK

Fashions

Handling New lifestyles Is
Subject of New Etiquette

*it* ic MEM

Furches fewelry
39th

SPECIALS ON

NAME BRAND
MERCHANDISE

25% to 50%0FF

44t4g

F2,2710

7Z-
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-Freshmen Hand Paducah
Loss Of Season, 96-94
;
74 lead. But
give the Racers a 75
the Indiana were quite reluctant
to give up the winning streak.
Paducah's Terry Garrett and
Geary Taylor hit on buckets to
map a 77-77 knotted score and
prop
-el thë'Tndiáil tbFTif
point advantage: Three times
Murray pulled to within one
point but the Racers just could
not get the lead.
The Racers trailed 90-87
before the 6-6 Coleman persdnally ended -the Indians'
dream of a perfect season. Coleman scored from under
the bucket twice and popped in
a 10 footer as the Racers
grabbed a 93-90 lead with just 40
seconds- left to play. Still,
Paducah would not concede
defeat.
A pair of charity tosses by
Taylor pulled the Indians to
within one point with 29 seconds
still showing on the clock.
I /CI aided Robert Mantooth
Murray trimmed the gap scorched the nets on a 10 footer
several times in the first half to with just 17 seconds left to once
six points but every time the again increase the Racers edge
to three points.
Racen got close, Paducakh
Taylor scored another field
would come back and up the
lead to 10 points again.---,-goal for the Indians with- only
The first half ended 'with eight seconds left and again the
Paducah holding a 13 point lead Murray lead Was down to one
and it looked as if the earlier slim point. Larry Kelley was
Racer loss to the Indians might fouled on an inbounds pass and
went to the line for two shots
be repeated.
The 'Racers trailed at one with five seconds left in the
time in the second half 7044' game.
before the rally began. Murray--Kelley, hit the
first free
rattled off eight straight throw.to give the Racers a two
markers and cut the gap to point lead but the second shot
eight points.
fell short and Paducah grabbed
Murray battled with the the rebound.
Indians and with 8:13 left in the
Paducah called for a tirheout
contest big Mike Coleman came with only two seconds showing
up with a three point play to on the clock. The inbounds pass
- went to Taylor who fired a 15
footer at the blITYPT, only to
have the ball bounce off the rim
to send the disheartened
Paducah crowd home in
disbelief.
The game was similar to the
contest between the two _clubs
last year when Murray kept
their perfect season intact by
winning by just three points.
Coleman led all scorers for
the night with 34 points, one
paint above his season average.
T.C. Jamison added 29 big
markers to the Racer cause.
Billy Buford led Paducah with
32.
"The kids have really
matured over the past few
games," said freshman mentor
Kayo WiWa. "They came on
strong under the pressure and
that is what makes a winning
ballclub. We played a tight man
to man defense in the last half
that had Paducah a bit rattled,"
Willis concluded.
The win is the second tidie
that the Racers have avenged
._nne et their three early season
losses. Earlier the Racers made
up for a loss to Southern Illinois
University by bombing the
Salukis 106-82."rhe other loss, a
Main at 7th Street
96-94 decesion to the University

By MIKE BRANDON
"It's one of the greatest wins
that I have had in a long time."
That's how Murray State
Freshman coach Kayo Willis
termed the Baby Raeen
last night over Prevly undefeated Paducah Community
College.
A full house at the Pducah
gym watched a miraculous
Racer rally that turned a 53-40
halftime deficit into a 96-94 win
for Murray. The win marks The
sixth straight triumph for the
freshman, who won a Saturday
night outing with the University
of Evansville 102-94.
Murray fell behind in the
opening minute of the game as
the Indians came out running
and gunning. By the midway
point of the first half, the Baby
Racers found themselves
trailing the nation's sixth
ranked junior college team 26-

Middle School
-Drops Bout To_
Paris Monday

Eau Clair Wins
Two To Increase
Lead In AP Poll
-13,11tE

10013 NO. 6th St
Murray, Ky.
a

15y1'1E:IF-ASSOCIATED PRESS"
The Louisville Cardinals
scored their 14th consecutive
win Wednesday night with a 7759 Missouri Valley Conference
victory over St. Louis University.
Louisville Guard Jim Price,
who poured in a game-high 20
points, said the team "started
running" in the second half"and you can see the difference."
In other college basketball
action, Thomas More dumped
Bellarmine 86-81.
Three college basketball
games are scheduled in Kentucky tonight: Cumberland
plays at Georgetown, Campbellsville is at Union, and Kentucky Wesleyan travels to Kentucky State.

Boston
New Yor
Philadelt
Buffalo

Baltirnor
Atlanta
Clevelani
Cincirmal
yawn

Milwauki
Chicago
Phoenix
Detroit

Los Ange
Golden S
Seattle
Houston
Portland
Wee
Cleveli
Milwai
Philad

106
Seattle
Baltim
overtime
Chicag
Only g:
T
Chicag
Oakland
Only g

New Y
Baltim
Seliftle
Detroit

No Statement Issued
From Commissioner
On Minnesota Brawl

BOWLING
STANDINGS

H8ER Blotk.

EASTE
_ A

Loutstrtile -set a -team- record
for consecutive wins as the
fourth-ranked Cardinals surged
ahead in the second half. Coach
Denny Crum said, "We put
more pressure on them the second half, and that was a key."
Louisville hosts Bradley in an
MVC game Saturday and then
takes on Memphis State
Wednesday. Memphis is a cofavorite with Louisville in the
MVC. But Coach Cram says.
"If we look past Bradley it will
be the biggest mistake we've
made all year."
Bellarmine College rallied
with seven minutes left to play,
but Thomas More held off the
attack for a final College basketball victory of 86-81.
Trailing 61-52, Bellarmine
scored eight straight points to
cut Thomas More's lead to just
one point. But Thomas More
Racket Vs. Hand
guard Kevin Timon scored six
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) -- of the team's next eight points
Proponents of handball and to pull away for the final win.
racketball will get a chance to
Freshman guard Bobby Todd
settle their continuing argu- paced the losers with a gamement Saturday over which high 24 points.
sport has better players.
Dr. Bud Muehleisen-of San
•
The . -largeet railroad
Diego; armed with a - rarket,
shiement of matches in the
handball
national
will
play
,
United States, 810 million in
INJURED IN FIGHT-Ohio State cage player Luke Witte Is, champion Paul Haber, who
.20 carloads, went from
assisted by team officials after be was hurt in a fight betwee,W -nOttise a racket. The event will Wheeling, W. Va., to
players of Ohio State and the University of Minnesota during their be held in the handball courts Memphis, Tenn. Aug. 26,
1933.
at Memphis State University.
Big Tea Conference game at MInneapolis.Wilte was hospitalized
-due to injuries sustained- In the brawl.
(AP Wireplitto)
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Your best buddy Lenny might have told
things about your income tax that you
you to itemize your deductions because it
never knew existed. Things that we know,
would save you more tax dollars.
because income tax returns are our only
Your neighbor possibly suggested taking
busing's.
the standard deduction because you'd pay
H & R Block's fees start at $5 and the
less taxes-that way.
average cost- Was under $12.50 for .
And Frank down at the office
over 7 million families we 'erred
. . . he helps everybody with
last year.
return
. . what did
their
Furthermore, if your
Frank recommend?
return is audited we will
If there's some way to
accompany you, at no
, save you money on your
extra cost, to the In.
inaira• tax, H & R
terns! Revenue Service
Block will know how
and explain how your
to do it.
return was prepared,
Itemized and standeven though we will not
ard deductions are noth7 act as your legal repreing new. We've been
sentative.
preparing returns for years
441:1Aze.
It means that H & R
using both. We'll figure out
Block also offers you year
your situation both trays and
'round tax service for just one •
then prepare your return using the
low fee, with no extra charge for
method that's best for you
audits and estimates.
You see, for only a few dollars more than
Yes, it's true. The standard deduction is
it costs ,to do it yourself (with advice maybe
yp this year.
,
from some other amateur), you can haw,ag em, It's one of the many things we'll consider
your tax return prepared with complete M-Wheln we do your return.
confidentiality by a specially trained member of the H & R Block team. There arc
DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
thousands of them in over 6,000 convenHaR BLOCK'S JOB.
iently located offices
Each member of H & R Block is warm,
friendly and anxious to help you. A visit to
H & R Block usually takes just a short
time. Once in our office, you sit down over
The intim tax people.
a free cup of coffee and possibly learn
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Cardinals Win 14th Straight

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger
de Times Sportswriter
of Illinois, will not be revenged,
The Murray Middle School
since the two clubs do not meet
seventh and eighth grade teams
again this season.
Saturday night Murray won trek to Mayfield Monday night
one of their biggest games of the and will try to repeat their
season
by defeating host double win of three weeks ago.
tvlayfteld visited Murray
University ofriansVille 102-94.
Murray led only 56-54 at half- January Ilth and the eighth
time but a hot shooting second graders -demolished the young
half propeled the Baby Racers Cardinals 65-26. In that game,
to the win. In that game big Bob Wilder scored 20 points
Coleman and Adell led the as the Tigers completely outscoring with 30 and 27 classed their guests.
Monday night the itildille
respectively while Jamison
fired in 20. Kelley also hit Schoolers were without the
stricken
double figures by sending home services of the Flu
13 markers. Rounding out the Wilder and dropped a 59-50
scoringagainst the Purple Aces practice game at Paris. Murray
were Redmon with nine, Roney stayed with their hosts until the
with two and Crawford with last quarter when the absence
of Wilder's rebounding strength
one.
Murrawy will begin their took its toll.
The seventh graders kept
conference play Saturday night
by traveling with the varsity to their perfect season intact by
winning their fourth game of the
Middle Tennessee.
Murray .
40 56-96 season. Murray fell behind 44-2
rualcah 13-43-'94 hut in the last' half a strong
defense held Paris to just five
MURRAY FRESHMEN
Player
ha ffma re
points and the young Tigers
Michael Coleman
13
8-9
34
.T. C--Jambleir-- -----'. TV si se
took
a 21-1, decesion. • 'Darnell Adell
5
1-2 11
Ronnie Redmon
The seventh graders will face
1 5-0
2 . Pete 'Roney
0-1
4
2
a stiff test from Mayfield
Larry Keller
4
4-6
12
Robert
rt Mantooth
. .. . 2 41 - 4
Monday_night...ns the Cardinals
Ie 00
PADUCAH COMMUSHTY COLLEGE
battled the Tigers to within five,
Player
hi ferns- 11.
Herb Williams
6
3-4
15
37-32,
in the first encounter.
Alvin Hendricks
5 2-3
12
Billy Buford
The eighth grade Tigers stand
13
6-8
32
Terry Garrett
9
2.4
20
at four wins and two losses for
Geary Taylor
5 3.5
13
Phillip Hodge .
0
1-2
1
the season. Gametime for the
Ronnie Yetei
.0
1.1
1
Owl* 4TOCIY'0 lea -IT
seventh grade contest'WM,be
Ken Stalling
0 0-0
0
- Totals
.
MI 15-29 110
6:30 p.m. with the varsity tilt
beginning at approxiarnately
7:30 p.m.
Seventh_ grade--Sims 4, Lane
2, Hudspeth 7, Perry 6 and.
Vincent 2.
Eighth grade-Boone 7,
Ditlar or Dollar
but
witnesses
MINNEAPOLIS, Min- incident,
Bowling League
Frank 22, Hibbard 15 and Suiter
Team.
W-..t.
n.{ A PI-The
Ohio' State generally agreed that at that
4.
basketball team has returned point, Taylor kneed Witte in the
Maybe's
411
/
2 26/
1
2
Giddy Biddies
hime following Wednesday's groin. Players from both ben37 31
Strike Outs
36/
1
2 311
/
2
day-long probe of a brawl which-- ches streamed onto the floor,
Ti-Robs
36 32
ended the previous night's Big along with spectators, and a
Alley Cats
34 34
Losers
3335
series of fightsibroke out.
Ten game at Minnesota.
NO Ones
31- 37 The 16th ranked Gophers are
Big Ten Commissioner
Spooees
21 47
Hugh Team Game (SC)
Wayne Duke met with athletic 4-1 in Big Ten action,'and 6thMaybe's
611
directors of the two schools and ranked Ohio State is 4-0, the
No. Ones
575
- victory-giving them the league
Alley cats
563
ateClATIMI PREF,S viewedwews films of the vents
High Team Game (HC)
lead.
leading
up
the
melee,
but
did
Eau Claire won twice last
Maybe's 002
No. Ones
766
week and increased its lead in not issue any--- temerit about
COLUMBUS, Ohio( AP 1-The
Losers
758
The Associated Press small col- the investigation.
High Team SeirteVt1C)
Luke Witte and Mark Wager, Big Ten's investigation of a
lege basketball poll. The BlueMaybe's
1684
Spoilers
1605
golds defeated River Falls 88-64 two Ohio State players who basketball brawl at the Ohio..
Alley Cats
1589
were held _ overnight. at' State-Minnesota game Tuesday
and Stout 85-66.
High Team Series (HC)
Maybe's
The Wisconsin school picked Urtiversity of Minnesota • night moved here today WO
2257
Spoilers
2191
up 11. of 19 first-place ilallots Hospitals for observation, officials expected to interview
Alley Cats
2150
cast in nationwide balloting to- feturned to Columbus with the OSU coach Fred Taylorand the
High tnd. Game (SC)
Dot Mullins
183
day by sportswriters and team. X-rays showed they had injured players.
Jane Buchanan
174
no fractures.
Taylor, meanwhile, was faced
sportscasternand
garnered 353
Mary Smith
171
with
the problem of whether 7Commissioner
Duke
had
said
High Ind. Game (HC)
points, 47 more than No. 2 LouiDot Mullins
prior to Wednesday's meetings foot junior center Luke Witte
223
siana
Tech,
which
received
four
Pat Britt
212
that he and the athletic direc- and 6-5 senior guard Mark
Votes for first. "
Joyce Dougherty
206
tors
were "just going to review Minor will be able to play in
High tnd. Series (SC)
Tennessee State, No. 3, EastMary Smith
484
another important Big Ten
what happened and look at
ern
Miehigan,
Fairmont
-State
Are Buchanan
ent
ClOI Mullins
and Western Washington State films." He did not rule out the 4 contest at Michigiin Saturday.
467
Ten Commissioner
-Series-4NC)
each received one Vote-Thf-The possibility of action against any
Corky Sykes
590
Wayen
Duke
and supervisor of
players
as
a
result
of
the
top spot.
Dot Mullins
587
officals Herman Rohrig came
_Mary Smith
,
586
Alabama Stare is .new to the skirmish.
High Averages
The brawl began when Ohio to Columbus Wednesday after
Top 10 with an eighth-place finMargaret MartOn
157
Jane Buchanan
LE, ish wJkJaxLweek's No 9, kc- State was leading 50-44 with 36 completing what they called an
C1end Hill
153
sumption, was bumped from second's to play.'M game fatar -finetirittusive-invesitgatioil
Mary -Smith
152
Minneapolis.
was called at that point on the
,,the standings.
Janie Knight
151
"- Further review of films and
clock.
Jean Chancey
146
Martha Ails
144
The Top 10, with first-place
%rate was foiled as- he at- additional interviews' with.
Hilda Bennett
142
votes in parentheses and total tempted to shoot by Minnesota various principals will be
Dot Mullins
142
Pat Scott
points on the basis of 20 for forward Clyde Turner. The act necessary before any decision
142
first, 18 for second, 16, 14, 12, was ruled a flagrant foul and can be reached," Duke said.
During the meelee, Witte and
10, 9, 8, etc.
Turner was ejected.
1. Eau Claire ( 11)
Gopher forward Corky Taylor reserve forward Mark Wager
353
2. Louisiana Tech (4 _ 306 said he "tried to pick Witte off suffered slight consuccions and
3. Tennessee State )1 )
258 the floor after he had gone down abrasions. Minor sustained a
4. Stephen F. Austin
205 following the foul. As I pulled bump.on the back of the head
and later blacked out in the
5. Akron
155 him up, he spat at me."
6. Cheyney State
News films were not able to team locker room after the
136
game.
7. Evansville
125 pick up the alleged splitting
8. Alabama State
103
9. Kentucky State
8.5
10. Eastern Illinois
82

The standard deduction
is up this year. But
maybe you should itemize.

Open 1 A.M.- 7 P.M. Weekdays, 1-5 Sat
Phone 753-1204
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

THURSDAY-JANUARY 27, 1972

Hall Of Famers
NEW ORLEANS ( AP ) -Former Boston Red Sox pitching ace Mel Parnell and onetime Tulane national collegiate
tennis champ Ham Richardson
will be installed as members of
the Greater New Orleans
Sports Hall of Fame next week.
Parnell and Richardson were
chosen for the honor by a group
of sports writers and sportscasters.

Chicag
Housto
Ceolden
C UNVU

Kentuck
Virginia
New Vol
Floridia
Pittsbur
Carolina

'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES
Developed originally for Yamahas GP champions, "the newly designed 5-port engine of
the =cc R5C-makes 9ttis the most exciting -

'

kw County; 21. Louisville -Portland Christian; 22. Louisville
Western; 23. Louisville Stuart;
24. LouisvWe De Sales; 25.
Louisville Male; 26. Louisville
Country Day; 27. Louisville
Markin C. Moore; 28. Louisville
Eastern.
29. Anderson; 30. Shelby
County; 31. Oldham County; 32.
Georgetown; 33. Connor; 34.
Covington Holmes; 35. Bellevue; 36. Fort Thomas -Highlands; 37. Paris; 38. Bracken
County; 39. Mason County; 40.
Montgomery County; 41.
Franklin County; 42. Harrodsburg.
• 43. Lexington Sayre; 44. Richmond Model; 45. Garrard County; .46. Casey County; 47.
Wayne County; 48. Somerset;
49. Clay County; 50. Whitley
County; 51. Bell County; 52.
Harlan Cawood; 53. Letcher
County; 54. Hazard; 55. Cordia;
56. Wolfe County; 57. Johnson
Central;
_Me Dowell; 59.
Mullins; 60. *Johns Creek.
,University Breckinridger
62. Lewis County; 63. Raceland; 64. Ashland. N"

free brakes and Endure styling lets you feel
the thrills of the race circuit, in street clothes.
POT IT TO THE

889°°

only
Includes tax and
license, inspection, freight
and setup.
It's a

No ga:

YAMAHA
better machine

H&H Cycle Shop
Phone 753-8078

816 Coldwater Rd. -

OUR SMALL CARS
WITH THE

BIG
GUARANTEE
1972 HOrnet

1972 Gremlin

American Meier,re surer

•-•

ProtectionPlan

1972 New Car Guarantee
116v4w1 you buy a new 1972 car Pore
an Arnencien Naas dealer.
American felotOrS Corporation guarantor&
to you that, creosol 10. finer
11 yell pay 101 tepee or
replacement of any tarTreapppinni Mal fa
defective in matehill Of rtorliManship.
This-guleantee
good for 12 aonths frorel Me dale the
car
feel used Of
1 7.000 flutes eXChtnrer tomes
Thst all no rebut.
, ts that the Car be
properly maim...nod and cared for un'der
normal use and ferytce tn fhe
50 Untied Slates Or Canada and Mau
guaranteed
ments be made by an Amerocanielotors dealpr repairs a replaceThee ovorsofs• a NT NFU of all
ollagoarsayas or warrantas.
4Papailla ,
,rophall or tem:of/tad in la,
w of *me r a,, Paolo's'Coraoratoon or
&ho,,.
lad,^4 wotaall .40410,IN, 0,0.,•,hAnl.hobly
,
par,,o,••

Cain & Treas
866 Cr:Mater
a

New Y
Only g
1
New
Norfolk
Carob
Kentu
Dallas
Memp

rUtichtne seerutrryears. AUTOLUu,bFg Tae-

District Tourney
Hosts Announced

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Host schools for Kentucky's 64
district high school basketball
tournaments, to be completed
on the final day of the first
week of March, were announced Wednesday.
Ted Sanford, commissioner of
the Kentucky State High School
Basketball Association, said the
hosts
were selected by vote of
Williams Named
member schools in a mailed
LITTLETON, N.H. ( AP )
ballot that closed Jan. 25.
Steve Williams, 25, a former
The district winner-. and runUS. Ski Team cross-country ners-up advance to 16 regional
been
racer, has
named head tournaments that produce the
nordic coach of the U.S. East- 16 teams for the state chamern Amateur Ski Association
pionship tournament in LouisWilliams, a 1968 graduate of
ville March 15-18.
Dartmouth, was coach of the
The district hosts:
1970 Eastern Cross Country and
1. Fulton County; 2. Paducah
Junior National teams.
St. Mary; 3. Sedalia; 4. South
Marshall;.5. Fredonia; 6. Union
Tractors with status
NEW YORK (UPI) - County; 7. West Hopkins; 8.
Hag your garden tractor go! Hopkinsvilie; 9. Owensboro; 10.
Muhlenberg Ceentpl; 11. Ohio
status? Yes, 'If it boasts
cigarette lighter, chrome wheel County; 12. Leitchfield; 13.
coven, • sun shade and • Russellville; 14, Western Ken&wiped- radio tuc14' lrafFersify;-- 15. .ilen
rd iwon't
on't mina the ball game
-C°941Ywhile working inthe yarttitrys
16. Cumberland Coun y; .
Massey-Ferguson. lawn and Elizabethtown; 18. Larue Coungarden tractor manufacturer.
ty; 111. Nelson County; R)-.-

Utah
Indiana
Denver
Dallas
Memphi

Rd. 753-6448

'
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THE LEDGER & TIMES KRAY KENTUCKY
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divising_
W. L. Pet. G.B.
Boston
34 18 .654 New York
29 20 .592 3%
Philadelphia 72 29 .431 11%
SAPPORO, Japan (AP) Buffalo
13 34 -17f- 111%-When little Britt Lafforgue
Central Division
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
whips down the mountainside in
Baltimore
23 26 .469 The New York Nets won an
the Olympic slalom here Feb.
Atlanta
19 32 .373 6
American Basketball Associ11 she will be skiing not just for
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spirit
featured Blantolf's against the first game 57-51. Pacing Nip,.Ingrid and grin Lafforgue,
Portland
12 41 .226 32
Kentucky had beaten Ne4iYork
Stall's with the Stall's team winners was Houston with 17,
Wednesday's Results
the last five times the 'teams
23, identical twins and daughcoming out on top.by the score followed by Allen Beane with 13.
Cleveland 112, Boston 108
met and led 6-1 in the spson.
tem. of'skiing champions, are
of 54-46.
Greer backed them up with 11. members of France's daring
Milwaukee 120, Detroit 94
series.
Blackford was the high Kelly and Hughes were scpring brigade which occupies a faPhiladelphia 113, Cincinnati
"They look like the team
scoring man for the Astro Car leaders for the Cougars with 16 vored role in the Alpine events
106
we're going to be playing in-the
Wash, with 30 points. Following and 14 points respectively.
Seattle 131, Atlanta 119
Playoffs," explained Roche,
cif the Winter Olympics, openThe Patriots downed the ing here Feb. 3.
Baltimore 115, Buffalo 114, closely was Doran with 20.
looking ahead. "We had to beat
Stone backed them up with 11 to Burheen team 62-56 in the
overtime
them or else we would have
Ingrid, world champion in the
round out the double figure second game last night. Gordon ladies' slalom and No. 2 in the
Chicago 117, Houston 108
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In the National Basketball
-Itacing in the first World Cup
StalTs-plaw to reach double
The final-game of this week's event in Bardonechia, Italy,
New York at Boston
Association, Milwaukee whipfigures. Blythe and Walker series saw Hardin slip by Dec. 10-101eAtt
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Chicago at Phoenix
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Nate Arthibald scored 42 probably the-- game's
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New York 118, Kentucky 105
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other banned sports for young- wall and put both our names on
with hot-shooting Fred Carter of the $150,000 Andy Williams
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Carolina at Floridians
Forward Gus Johnson passed leading the way with a total of
was closer, with the Submarine karate.
Kentucky at Indiana
They are lust slips, of girls-. into center Wes Unseld break- 31 points. The loss was the Roy- San Diego Open.
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Dallas at Denver
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Philadelphia topped Cincinnati, got 28 points in the first half
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They are blue-eyed with 113-102, Milwaukee beat Detroit when the Bucks had a 62-50 ad- better than it has ever been.
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SO. CALIFORNIA
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IOWA STATE
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tucky_Colonels
Fall To New York
The Nets held a 62-54 halej
time lead, saw the Colonels
close to 98-94 midway through
the fourth quarter but then ran
off a string of 12 consecutive
points to cinch the game. Dan •
Issel was high man for the •
Colonels with 29 points, while,'
Louie Dampier added 20.
Roche, a New York his
school star who became an AllAmerican
under
Frank
McGuire at South Carolina, hit
on 13 of 17 field gostattempti;, most from the 15-20 foot range.
The 6-foot-3 backcourt rookie scored 20 Points in the second
half, sinking eight of 10 field,
goal tries.
•
Rick Barry, New York's higilt,
scorer for the season, contrib_
uted-31). points including the gati_
ahead basket, a three-pointi
goal with 1:23 to play in thav first period that put the Nets.!
• ;$
ahead 28-25.
It was great to see Ken-.!
Lucky !laving- to plax.catch-up_ .
ball for a change,' grinned
Barry. "In dayrs past, we would
have let thein catch us and go
ahead of us-but tonight, we
forced them into the turnovers...."
—
-IlarrY, Eke RJie,was1iefl'
aware of Kentucky's past dominance over the Nets.
'We- had tO redeem our.
selves," Barry said-and the34L'
46 •
did.

ft"

Bullets Win Overtime
Decision Over Braves

Nicklaus Favored To
Take Sixth Straight
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,T. C. U.
11
L. S. U.
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FRESNO STATE
TEXAS TECH
BRADLEY
U. C.. L. A.
30 NOIRE DAME
PEPPERDINE
VANDERBILT
9 AUBURN
DePAUL
CENTENARY
VILLANOVA
12
WILLIAM 4 MARY.
NAVY
VIRGINIA TECH
7
4 DAvIpsoN
LOYOLA -ILLINOIS
WAKE FOREST
7
SEATTLE
MORRIS HARVEY
WASHINGTON
33 RENO
UNION-TENNESSEE
WASHINGTON STATE
8
GEORGE WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
BALL STATE IOWA
12 AUSTIN PEAY
WESTERN -KENTUCKY
BOWLING GREEN
GEORGIA
WESTERN MICHIGAN
s
TULSA
WICHITA
6
FLORIDA
I T
YALE
26
1k
COIJORADI
OTHER GAMES 0 JANUARY
19 2.
12
14
ALBANY-GEORGIA
LENOIR RHYNE
APPALACHIAN
ABAMA STATE
CARNEGIE MELLON
LOS ANGELES RAPT. 39 LIFE BIBLE
18
ALLEGHENY
ADELPHI
24
TEXAS LUTHERAN
INT.
20
AMERICAN
WNEESE
MARION
38
PORT WAYNE-I.P.
4
ROSE-HULMAN
ANDERSON
3
MARTIN
JACXSONVILLE-ALA.
11
POINT PARK
ASHLAND
21
EASTERN BAPTIST
HONTSVILLE '
MESSIAH.
ATHENS
26
25
ATKV-PEKNSYLVANIA
AILLEksvILLE
.23
FRESNO PACIFIC
AZUSA PACIFIC
6
FLORENCE STATE
NICHOLLS-LA.
MONTEVALLO
BELHAVEN
I
01C.AHOMA BAPTIST
19
N. W. OKLAHOMA
BETHEL-KANSAS
18 ImTuRNY-KANSAS.
. 17
LACROSSE
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS OSHKOSH
BETHEL-TENNESSEE
16
Ritromm_
OTIEREEIN
20
HIRAM
17
BLOOMSBURG '
OZARKS.MISSOURI
19
MID AMERICAN NAZ.
22
NORTH ADAMS
BOSTON STATE
24
IROOKLYN POLY
FRAMINGHAM PACEMRIDGEWATEX-MASS. 21
24
MOUNT ST. MARYS
PHILA. TEXTILE
26 moONT UNION
CAPITAL
ROANOKE
18
RH. ISLAND COL.
18
KENNEDY
CENTRAL IOWA
16
RtA.LA
N. W. MIMURI 14 WESTERN ILLINOIS
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
CHARLESTON BAPTIST ST., BENEDICTS
6
22
ROCKHURS7
CHARLOTTE
3
24 EDWARDSVILLE
EASTERN ILLINOIS
ST. LOUIS-U.S.
CULVER STOCKTON
14 SOUTHWESTERN-TENN. SAN FRANCISCO ST. .20 HAYWARD STATE
DAVID LIPSCOMB
HAVERFORD
SAVANNAH
14
CLARK-GEORGIA
DININSON-PA.
31
NORTHERN IOWA
17, CONCORDIA-NEB,
18
SOUTH DAKOTA ST.
DOANE
CALIF. TECH
9
WAYNE-MICHIGAN
SO. CALIF. COL.
36
EARLHAM
19
CENTRAL ST. OHIO
SOUTHERN TECH .
2
ARMSTRONG
EASTERN MICHIGAN
,17
EAST TEXAS
S. W. TEXAS
14 N. M. HIGHLANDS
E. NEW MEXICO'
15
COLBY
1.7
GRACELAND
SPRINGFIELD
EMPORIA COLLEGE
DePAUW
STOUT STATE
24
PLATTEVILLE
21
EVANSVILLE
19
211
NEWARK ENG.
MISSOURI VALLEY.
TARKI0
F. D. MADISON
5
CARSON NEWMAN 36
ALDERSON BROADDUS
TENNESSEE STATE
FAIRMONT
47 - PIEDMONT
ADRIAN
TENNESSEE TEMPLE
27
FERRIS STATE
38'EVANSVILLE-I.S.U.
CEDARVILLE
TRANSYLVANIA
23
FINDLAY
9
GRACE18
ALABAMA A & M
TEl STATE"
FLORIDA A A M
' 4
ST. BERNARD
CAPITOL CAMPUS
TROY STATE
FRANK. 4 MARSHALL 29
OHIO NORTHERN
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MCA
GENESE0
28
18 --SNORTER
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11
'11
VALPARIASO
19
CONCORD
VA.COMNONWEALTH
GLENVILLE
DRURY
PRAIRIE VIEW
WASHBURN
2
3
CRANKING
7
MISSOURI WESTERN
WESTMINSTER -MO.
CALIF. LUTHERAN
3
GRAND CANYON
KENTUCKY '
14
LOS ANGELES STATE LA
LOUISVILLE
16
LOYOLA-CALIF.
7
LOYOLA.N.0
7
MANHATTAN
2
MARQUETTE
19
20
MARSHALL
:26
MEMPHIS STATE.
8
MIAMI-OHIO
4
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
2
I
MISSISSIPPI STATE
12
MISSOURI

-
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GUILFORD
HANOVER
HOPE
HOWARD PAYNE
KINGS-PA.
KING-TENNESSEE
_

49
17
10
32
19
22
19
21
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PRESBYTERIAN
BLUFFTON
LAKE FOREST
SWL ROSS
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PORT VALLEY
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CARNAGE
WHEATON
.18
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17
CENTRAL METHODIST
WILLIAM JEWELL
DUBUQUE
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, 16
2
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here," Nicklaus said of the- 70
011 yard, par 72 Torrey Pima
layout. "And I four-putted mei
during the pro am."
- Nicklaus said he now plans to;
play in the Hawaiian Open next:: _
week, although he hasn't yeti
filed an official entry.
"I'll 'Airy about the samel
number of tournaments this::
Year
-7257
"Might now -I'm planning onk
playing about eight tourna%
ments before the Masters.
That's a lot for me.. Why,
don't really know.,! probably
won't play so mticAfftrtg the
summer and fall as I did !Bat,
year." ,
Trevino, who has had some
putting problems this season,
ranked as Nicklaus' chief challenger in the field of 144.
George Archer, the defending
champion and the leading money winner ihti -Season, withdrew Wednesday because of the I
flu. Arnold Palmer is not competing.
Other top contenders included
Masters Champion- Charles
_
*
Miller Barber, Tom Weiskopf,
Bert Yancey and Dave Eichelberger.
•I 6

Nova Scotia has nearly*.
10 112-million acres of forest
New Brunswick was,mee a
county of Nova Scotia

4%.

Wrestling In Memphis
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (API Meinphis will be one of six
cities in which American and
Japanese Olympic wrestling
teams will compete.
The contest in Memphis will
be staged at Southwestern university. April 13. The tour is
sponsored by the U.S. Wrestling
Federation.•

Sparks Signed
C7rUCAGO (AP) - The Chicago White Sox have signed Joe
Sparks to manage their Knoxville affiliate. in the Southern
League.
Sparks, 31, managed DuluthSuperior to a title in 1970 in the
Northern League and last season managed Appleton to the
Northern Division championship of the Midwest League.
McKINNEY ON THIRO
Ric
NEW YORK (Al'
McKinney, obtained by the New
York Yankees from the Chicago
White Sox in a deal for pitcher
Stan I3ahnsen. says he hopes to
this
becosmesanr
eno .egular at third base
McKinney. a native of Piqua,
Ohio. saw most action at second
base last season, playing 67
games
gpa
iaed
et position He
only five
le1dr
th e
oicitsh'
base and 25 in thgeam
batted .271.

January Clean Sweep Sale
STORE WIDE — BIG SAVINGS!
3 DAYS ONLY!! JAN. 27, 28 & 29
Open 8 A.M. - Close 8 P.M.
Savings!! 10% Off Storewide

Remington and Winchester

SHOTGUNS'
going at Strictl Wholesale Price
Some Sale Priced Items up to 50% Off
G.E. Apppiances - TVs.- Stereos CLOSE OUT on HUNTING CLOTHES
- Goodyear Tires and Batteries PRICES SLASHED on All Other FIREARMS
S&W, Ruger, Hi Standard, etc.
Mary Carter Paint...
at Contractor's Price!
Revereware and Club
One Table values up to '6.98 - NOW 77;
Aluminum Cookin • Sets
REGISTER FOR FREE 6-GUN CABINET
GOOD Selection of U
Used Appliances to be given away Saturday Night! You do not
Washers, Dryers, Rangers,
• have to be present to win.
Refrigerators

BILBREY'S
210 MAIN,STREET
•e re re e
•••••••..re S. re•

PHONE 753-5617
•
•
•

'
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they were told to prepare for a
two-stage winter-spring offensive starting.with small attacks
and escalating to major blows
at South Vietnamese cities and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-A Rep. Phillip King, D-Covington. from $15. Licenses not renewed
towns. The reports are re- bill
gieing a state agency ate
Allow anyone to vote if be is within 60 days after July 1
military
.
U.S.
garded by
thorny to designate "critical inside or within 50 feet of a vol- would be automatically revoked
analists as additional in- areas" in Kentucky and control ing room at 6 p.m., when the instead of subject to revocadications of North Vietnamese their development has been in- polls close, on an election day, tion; sponsored by Sullivan.
and Viet Cong plans to strike in troduced in the House.
-Establish protective meassubmitted by Hey. John Idler,
Seuth Vietnam during the .' &atateures for wild rivers awl desigDepartment for Envi- DeCovington-4-.._
tel-FUe
nate sections of the Cumberronmental Protection to be
.
. .
-Give candidates 166, in- land, Red, Rockcastle and
•
created by another bill not yet
POUGHKEEPSIE,N.Y.(AP) enacted, would
get that new job stead of 96, hours in which t° Green rivers as covered by the
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- A Michigan educator the Swale:
that five Americans were
-Approved SB100 repealing Pairs, Choice 260.00-340.00.
suggests conventional hearing
wounded by a booby trap while
tests given to children be . the Staee Meat Inspection Law.
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-about
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0) to dispose of one
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the
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first
on
Brush up
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the
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sake.
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WASHINGTON (AP)- Joblessness has become the great
economic enemy, President
Nixon said today as he assured
Congress in his arm ual econom•
ic report that he is determined
to defeat both unemployment
and inflation, and reported "the
outlook is bright" for success.
Nixon quashed with finality
hints by some officials of an
early end to Phase 2, saying
price-wage controls will be enforced until the goal of "reasonable price stability can be
maintained without controls.
The report, third and last of
the major presidential messages to the new session of
Congress, announced a strong
business expansion in the final
quarter of 1971, and said the
gross national output will rise
by nearly $100 billion in 1972, a
record gain.
End Embargoed material
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CAPITAL IDEAS -

Voters have wide choice in presidential primaries
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WASHlNQI
.O.N
— The' candidates seems to grow
American presidency is sup- every day, but the formal
posed to- be the loneliest job in announcements by Sen. Edthe world, but the waiting room nearid Muskie of Maine, Sen.
is one of the most crowded Vance Hartke of Indiana and
places in the country.
Sen. Hubert Humphrey of
Voters in some states may Minnesota seem to have
choose from as many as a rounded out the field — at least
dozen Democratic applicants. for the primaries.
In New Hampshire on March -7r---The—Demeeratr "morning
President Nixon will be op- line" looks like this:
posed by two Republican
Sen. Edmund Muskie of
congressmen,liberal Rep. Paul Maine.
McCloskey of California and
Sen. Hubert Humphrey of
conservative Rep. John Ash- Minnesota.
brook of Ohio.
Sen. George McGovern of
The Democrats'-- list—of--1Jouttr
-•—
Sen. Henry Jackson of
Washington.
Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana.
Former Sen. Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota.
Mayor John Lindsay of New
York.
Mayor Sam YorV.,al IA*
Angeles.
Gov. George Wallace of
NEW YORK,N.Y.,—!! you've
ever lived in a large city, visited Alabama.
Rep. Shirley Chishohn of
one or even read about one, you
New. York
thanthere are just t6o' Rep. Patsy-Mink
Hawaii.
many people. Obviously, the
Delegate Walter Fatuitroy of
population in large cities must the District of Columbia.
be increasing tremendously.
That's an even dozen. Three
Surprise! The reverse is true. would-be Democratic canIn a recent study on didates are already on the
population trendr -fir large sidelines"— Sett:Tit& Ba
cities, Metropolitan Life Indiana,Sen. Harold Hughes of
Statisticians report that the Iowa and Sen. Fred Harris of
rate of the population growth Oklahoma.
was much lower in the very
large cities of the United States.
Even" a Wii-abiligtorl veterap
than in the country as a whole. like Lincoln Gould, the
For cities with over 300,000 amazing 90-year-old political
residents in 1960, the population reporter of the Washington
gain between April of that year Star, can't recall a year in
and April MO was 2.0- pereent, which- so many fancied
compared with a nationwide themselves as president. The.
increase of 13.3
percent. candidacy of eight senators and
Consequently, the proportion of one former senator from the
the country's population in same party is unprecedented._
Republicans call it evidence
these cities decreased from 20.6
of the dissension in Democratic
percent in 1960 to 18.5 percent ranks. Democrats call it
ten years later. Of the cities evidence that the party is
under review by Metropolitan blessed with great leadership
Life, 20 increased and 22 ability. Certainly, it is evidence
de-creased in population. In of varied ambitions and special
general, the cities in the Nor- interests.
theast and North Central
How many Democrats are
regions lost population, while "serious" candidates?
those in the South and West
Washington anticipates an
gairierL_ _
ultimate- Muskie-.Hump
In Alm Noithinuit, only New struggle. _ -1Muitlde is without
York City recorded a gain, its question the favorite at the
population increasing by 1.5 moment.but he also l&the most
.candidates.
percent trim all-time high ot --espose*pf- all
h(ishiiirt-.1tzon's,rriOst
7.409k593 in April 1970. A deCade
earlier, the city's populist= proinent'ilonT Mentor., Wait
had declined from 7,891,957 in two Yealw;-Ittlthl-l°rtuttes in
1950 to 7,781,964 in 1960. While Congress arKi in his party have
New York was gaining during been checkered. His campaign
organization has been torn by
the 1960's the ether six very controversies as rival factions
large northeastern cities lost tugged tiim first te the left,
then
population, the decreases
the,,right.
ranging from 2.6 perceii in
Muskie faces a "must-win"
Philadelphia to as much as 13.9- situation. A defeat in an early
Percent in Pittsburgh.
primary could be devastating.
_1—kale
1
Pulatinn changes in the He is an odds-on favorite to win
North Central cities varied with in the next-door state of New
size. All cities with more than Hampshire on March 7 and he
480,000 residents in 1960 will be a heavy choice over
sustained losses, whereas the McCarthy in the lentsmaller cities, except St. Paul, March 21 Illinois test. But
recofTrd- increases.—rurma omr
Statisticians note that In- Wisconsin on April 4 are %Oredianapoesled allacities_with *r_open affairs where anything
population increase of 56.6 could happen.
Muskie's late 1971 surge and
percent, from 476,258 in 1980 to
the key. indorsements from
745,739 a decade later.
Most of the very large cities Ohio Gov. John Gilligan and
California Sen. John Tunney
with substantial growth bethave pushed Sen. Humphrey
ween 1960 and 1970 are in the into the race earlier than he
South-and West. Phoenix, with a would have liked. The former
rate of growth second only to vice president is reported
that for Indianapolis, increased concentrating on Florida and
by 32.4 percent from 439,170 to Wisconsin, counting on his
591,562. Houston, likewise, grew
at a rate more than double the
national average. Its pbpulation
increased by 31.4 percent, from
938,219 to 1,232,802. As a result,
Houston
has
Overtaken
Baltimore and has become the
sixth largest city in the country.
WASHINGTON, D.C.,—The
Three other cities—Memphis,
annual Distinguished Service
Dallas and San Diego— Award of the
National
recorded gains of more than 21
Limestone Institute for outpercent. By contrast, there
standing contribution to the
were
eight ceities with Nation's Agriculture
was
population declines. i , Bir- presented Tuesday evening to
mingham and Louisville had the Dr. Gerald G. Williams,
largest decreases, namely, 11.7 director of TVA's Division of
and 7.3 percent, respectively. Agricultural Development at
The study by Metropolitan
Musk Shoals, Alabama.
Life also notes that migration
"For twenty-five years,
was an important factor in the
Gerald G. Williams has been a
fifferential rates of population student and dedicated pracgrowth during the past decade. titioner of ways to stimulate and
Our largest cities, as a group, advance the development of
Lost more than 3,800,000 persons American agriculture," the
through migration to the Institute said, and a as director
suburbs or smaller com- of TVA agricultural programs
munities. Only five cities—
since 1961 he has enhanced
Roustori, Della*, Los Angeles, agricultural development
San Diego and Phoenix— had a leading to more effective and
net gain of migrants within fuller utilization of soil, water,
their 1960 boundaries. In most and other resources."
cities outside the Northeast, the
Dr. Williams began his career
losses through migration were as a researcher in agronomy at
offset in part by the extension of Purdue University,then worked
city boundaries to include the as director of agricultural
adjacent newly-populated research for
Olin-Mathieson
areas. This was- particularly
Chemical Corporallodaind later
marked in the North Central as director of the
Southern
cities, where the 1970 population Piedmont
Experiment Station
in annewed areal amounted to of the Agricultural
Research
572,574, or almost three-fifths of Service
in
Watkinsville,
the corresponding total for all 42
Georgia, befere joing TVA.
cities.

..

TVA Director
Receives Award

personal identification with
voters to be decisive in
crowded contests.

1968
His
passed.
has
''Children's Crusade" burned
bright for a few months,fanned
by the political activism that
swept college campuses, but
when it came face to face with

If Muskie carries Florida
and Wisconsin, its all over,"
said one key Democratic
strategist.
McGovern, who declared his
candidacy more than a year
ago, continues to suffer from a
credibility problem. Despite
hard work and a dedicated
staff, the former professor who
argues endlessly against U. S.
policy in Vietnam still has not
conwinced key party figures
that he can win the nomination.
Only a surprise victory in one
of the early primaries will keep,
his bid alive.
Jackson faces a similar
problem. The Washington
senator has strong backers in
Rep. Wilbur Mills, D-Ark.,
chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee,
President George MeanuAllie4.AFL-CIO. His conservative
stance on foreign policy and
national jefense
ues has
ong appeal in the South and
Southwest. But Jackson continues to suffer from tin,
derezposure. Too few voters
have followed his quietly ef--•fective career in the Senate...

party realities at Chicago it
collapsed in turmoil and
violence.
On the Republican side,
McCloskey and Ashbrook are

not expected to continue much
beyond New Hampshire.
McCloskey, favorite of the
liberal GOP Ripon Society,
carries an anti-Vietnam
banner. He is an attractive,

Jackson test. The senator
bypassed the New Hampshire
race in favor of concentrated
campaigning in the Sunshine
State and where Mills' in-Nome 19 strong Ihside the
state Democratic Organization.
Hartke's Jolmny-come-latelY
b4- 111—NeW Hampshire is
generallY—reitIPTI011. as art
terept to win attention for a
possible vice presidential bid.
The senator won reelection in
Indiana in 1970 by only 6,000
votes over Rep. Richard
Roudebush.
Mayor Lindsay of New York
has burst forth as a very visible
candidate, backed by a
treasury estimated as high as
$2 million. Lindsay; a young,
charismatic figure, promises to
make considerable TV impact
in any state where he campaigns, but his cross is idenwith the failures
New York City. -

articulate, earnest young man,
but be appears out of.Lis depth
in a contest with an incumbent
president.
—
Significantly, the White
House appears more concerned
--with Ashbrook.
Presidential aides are obviously nervous about the
cooling conservative appreciation for Mr. Nixon. His
about-face on China,the rush to

THURSDAY—JANUARY 27, 1972
exit Southeast Asia, the rise of
Russian influence_in_Asiaft tee
advent of nuclear parity with
Russia, the wage-price corsir--trots, the guaranteed-income!
welfare plans — all these are
disconcerting
to
the-.
Republican right. If Ashbrook'
could successfully articulate
them into a substantial vote in
New Hampshire, White House
worries would multiply.

20 Years Experience
Certified Technician

• Giant 18 lb. Caps:mar
• Ftowing gentle hvot
• Cycle end signal

_Mayor Yorty of.Los Angeles,
Democratic _ _maverick,-1
makes headlines- but little
headway Within theparty:He.
not likely to'make much of a
dent In the New Hampshire
tally, despite his- friendship
with conservative William
Loeb, the publisher of the
Manchester Union-Leader, the
state's largest newspaper.
Even Yorty complains that
Democratic National Chairman Larry O'Brien trearillim
as "a nonperson."
Rep. Shirley Chisholn3,. the
leader of a bloc of black
congressmen, is likely to cause
headaches. Her demands fir
- Arnenmns_
doubtably be aired fully at--the
Miami Beach convention in
Jtily. They stay be.
barrassing to a__party that is
trying desperately to forge a
united front and forget the
wounds of 1968.
Eugene McCarthy generally
is seen as a man whose moment

Teen-age mayor still
needs nuptial consent
By defeating four candidates
to become mayor of Newcomerstown, Ohio, Ronald
Hooker, 19, became America's
youngest mayor.
He is too young to marry
without his parents' consent,
but as mayor he can perform
weddings. He can preside over
a court and send drunk drivers
to jail but he can't drink for another two years.

• Permo nerd'prencare

fITOAWieFt
MSccM

. Frigidaire Side-by-Sirk
with 19b Ake
freezer! II frosi-eroolT

SW-nay-Mini
Fits almost anywhere. -;

• Frost-Proof! 'r ou'l! never de•meast again! a Just 32" wide!
II Handy Flip-Quick Ice E)ector,
• Removable trays for 28 egg!
• Nylon Rollers tDr easy moving
and Cietnill•

• lstall lj *lief* the wish is—
kitchen, bath, nursery...any..
where you can get adequate wiring. plumbing and venting.

$368

Frigidaire Microwave Oven:
------'tee+meeeh-e4rerraseyrtett-•—
way to cook for nearly
everybody. Cooks in ug to
le-io-nne-Thanc-eewen-- .tonaF methods! Cooks cool.
because only food is heated.
Easy to clean. because
'f6ods don't bake on oVen
walls or dishes. Portable.

$399
with cart

FRIGIDAIIE 19,000 BTU
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

niummoimmffimpli
goimmo
------------

Ii factOrylfaine
ready to help you with
your Service Problems.-

* Liberal Terms Available
* Convenient Location
* Large inventory of Parts
* Quick Service

Plan to change
Madison Ave. afoot

* Volume Buying 1 means
savings to customer

A plan to transform part of
New York's Madison Avenue
Into a pedestrian mall lined
with trees and giant pots conlathing shrubs and flowers is
wider consideration.
The area from Grand Central
Terminal almost to the southern entrance to Central Park
would be banned to all traffic
except buses.

* Large Display Area
* Appliances Is Our Only
Business

SATELLITE STATS
Large schools of fish will be
pinpated by satellites, aiding
in the worldwide fight against
hunger.
SALT SEASONING
Only 3 per cent of the 44 million tons of salt produced in the
United States each year season
food.

4111-Maple
Murray, Ky.

More than 100 snowy owls
were seen in Wisconsin lilyears
_ _ •
ago

4
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Class Studies The
Business Bureau
By Randy Wright
The Murray High School •
Consumer Economics class,
under the direction of Mrs. A. B.
Crass untlertook the project to
inform the public about the
Better Business Bureau and
how it works.
The Better Business Bureau
uses a great deal of its time
improving advertising standards. It exposes bad practices,
answers questions about the
reliability of companies or of
buying and selling transactions,
and it educates the public to
follow sound buying and investing procedures.

TR1STAR TRIVIA
Wheit a-Trifitarjetlater-pilot
says to "fill it up," he'll be talking about 25,000 gallons of fuel.
However, it will take less than
30 minutes to fill the tanks of
the three-engine transport.

r!
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"'BABY WAIT
ilitabgriage of healthy white
babies for adoption in -the
Uruted States has become so
acute that many agencies have
stopped taking applications. In •
some cases there is a threeyear wait.
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WHAT IS THE
gURRAY-CHRISTIAN-CHUR

DyNevyie Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
To walk in the woods in residue of their previous sumThe Murray Christian Church has started into her third
winter is to be reminded that mer industry. In this gentle
year. The Church got her beginning through the college
youag people who came to Murray State University and
tree life is analogous to the flow of sugar and other valupreferred the New Testament Christian Church. Since
tides of the seas. Like these able matenats from the -dying,
that time there has been a membership that has grown as
vast movements of water, it. leaf is the hope of another
high as 21 residential members who desired to worship
sets forth in'a flood in spring, spring.
together,
and form the Murray Christian Church. The
Now virtually dead, the
rises to its highwater mark in
church first started meeting in the Woodman of the World
laves
;re
;s._eznpty...
houses,
simoner,aia-thertebbs away in .
Hall for their worship services.
autumn to the austerity of dismantled but still 'beititiruT..
Just this past year the Murray Christian Fellowship
NAMED TO DEAN'S LIST
winter in a configuration of Due to the breaking up of the
purchased the property at 1508 Chestnut Street. The
PLACING JOB CORPSMEN—Two representatives of the placement service of the Breckinridge
The Dean's List for the fall
facilities are such that the Church is able to meet in this
weathered trunks and barren green coloring matter called
Job Corps Center at Morganfield—Paul Morton (left center6 and Norman Craig right center i—talk semester of the 1971-72
building for their worship services. The Murray Christian
with Murray State University officials as they work out details for placing Uve Job Corps students in academic year at Western
twigs that trace, graceful- ara- chlorophyll, which reveals
the Upward Bound program on the campus next summer. Shown with them are Dr. Donald B. Kentucky University includes a.- Fellowship is a work on campus for college young people.
besques against a cold gray sky. special pigments that were
They have a separate governing body. The Murray
Hunter (left), dean of the School of Education, and James E. Biggs, director of Upward Bound. two undergraduates frgm
Recalling the rise and fall of 'by-products or waste-products
involved in the screening and selection of the five students, said the Calloway County. Listed on the
Christian Church meets in the same building and pays
will
be
Craig,
who
Morton
and
these. forest tides, each period of their intense lives, the leaves
rent to the Fellowship for the building. The Murray
college placement idea is part of a program at the center to emphasize academics in addition to honor roll are Miss Laurie C.
has its charac,teristic color: are transfigured in death to a "vocational education and job training. Established in 1965, the
Christian Church has been incorporated with the State of
Breckiuridge Job Corps Center Alexander, 1304 Poplar St., and
green ,for spring_ and summer; magnificent panoply of red and
Kentucky. She also has trustees and officers to carry out
maintains an enrollment of about.1,825 students.
Miss daycla Raye Stuart, Rt.her local business. In the next two years she hopes to
Photo by Wilson Woolley
orange, red and purple, and a puTpTeTYellow and orange, and
Seven, Murray.
acquire property and be on her own. The campus ministry
combination of glorious hues crimson and scarlet,
has been a tremendous help to get the church established
Then the leans fall gently- -• for autumn; black and white
Hawks and falcons are to be
Answer to yesterdays Punta
Mars has two moons, Phobos
here in Murray. The attendance of around 50 is made up of
Crossword
protect
used
to
and
silently
aircraft
from
the
and
trees
and
or,
Deimos.
They
are
named
ORM COMO OM
for winter.
about 25 college students. With their enthusiasm Illee
2 Vanishes
ACROSS
030 0=03 033 buildings from birds at the for the sons -of- the god Mars.
in the cold blasts rushing down
3 Negative
church is very warm sad active far the Gospel of Jesus
090033
UUMOMO East Midlands airport near Phobos is 10 miles hldiameter,
Siamese
of
Unit
4
giffy
name
loam toreal-MglOtit,_.ue_tow_ iThe casma
20=M UM
- et.
tummy
5
treitY,INgUd:—
and
Deimos
is
'Ave
miles.
MUMU MOO MOM
violently away from their 9 Tattered cloth • 5 Apportion
The Murray Christian Church is not solely a campus
6 Petty ruler
Disturbance
WOO
church. She wants to minister to all people. This does
mooringt, swirled along the 12
A
state
(abbr.)
.:
'
7
13 Bail
lin
MO
WO
110
8 Lamprey
14 Poem
include the campus young people as well as the
ground to be piled up knee- 15
0311023000 023
9 Cowboy
Steamship
,==
residential people.
OUDGI
OOM
GOOM
coMPetitiOn
'
(abbr.)
deep in sink holevor in•fluffy
MO MOO
10 Paid notice
16 Incline
The Murray Christian Church_ haa a student mem-drifts along natural barricades. -11 Yeiiiiii.EMY .." li Cann ...
MUMOMM
bership and a residential membership. The student
Coniunction
20
goddess
02M 120003 DOM
But although left naked and 22 Additional
membership is for students while they are here in Murray
17 Negative
ODU UMMOO OUR
lonely in the wind,-the_ tree 24 Hewsiien
prefix
State University. The resident membership is for those
wraiths
19 Man's
itself is not really impoverished 27 Mast
people who live here year ensued and want to make this
nickname
aa Lease_
53 Comm= point
._29
'Weakens
--their
church home.
_
--by-ithis loss of-rts---manttr ot
56
The
Simian
35
Wild
buffalo
of
Tennessee
Valley Authority offers for isle-,tract Of -4
41,1.Y
23 Girls name _
Number_
58 Coacieussed---— Every one is welcomed to come and be a part of this
•
leaves. Having served- their- .31
standing,
selectively
marked
hardwoocrtinther
-Co
ntaining
Flood
Nobleman
25
Higher
38
32
moisture
work for the Lord Jesus Christ. We want only to worship
an estimated 132,732 board feet. The timber is located in
26 Sofa
60 Number
40 Is ill
Throughout the spring and purpose as a laboratory in 34 Entreaty
27 TOO
61 Near
43 Ached
36 Guido's low
as
we feel the Lord wants us to according to His Word.
land
Between the Lakes in Stewart County, Tennessee,
28 Soaks
summer, trees lead intense which many vital substances
46 consumed
note
62 Exist
Out Bible School classes start at 9:45 AM., worship is at
Weight of
45 Equals
acr
Octoroon
64
Preposition
approximately
37
six
miles
west
of
Dover,
Tennessee.
lives. Hurrying to fulfill their were distilled, the battered,and 39 Thoroughgoing
India (pl.) •
51 Sun god
66 Prefix: twice
10:45 AM., and the evening worship at 7:00 PM., all on
41 Parent (coital.)
destinies, there is an exuber- torn leaves still have anOther 42
Sundays. Our Hour of Power Bible study starts at 7:00
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
Break suddenly
PM. on Thursdays.
ance of bourgeoning leaf and service to perform. There on 44 Spurious
MIMI4
M
Ne•IIill7
ill:•:•.•
MI
ill
"
Section, Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Anger
12
growing stem; a burst of the forest floor, mouldered by 115
it§"
Authority,
47 Snare
Golden
Pond,
Kentucky,
until
10 a.m., Central
ggill
Dean Ross
Wings
15
Agell7
Wail 19
flowerint and ripening into fungi, eaten and digested by. 49
Standard Thne, February 8, 1972.
50 Former
:Ele
VC
.
Minister
iN
Russian ruler a20 21
seed and, with the aid of the earthworms, and further
a22
25
52 Hold on
Parties
interested
in
II
f;
:
iii
inspecting
the
aforementioned timber
long hours of sunlight, the obliterated by bacteria, they
property
29
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00 a.m.
Saint
manufacturing and storing provide the organic matter or 54 (abb0
to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and '—
away of sugar and other more vegetable mould in which are 55 Chinese
detailed information may be obtained from the forester in
pagoda
•
pi compounds--without cradled seedlings-and the life of 57 Want
-charge, Land Between tWLikes,CtokTen Pond, Kentncky,
15081
:1t
Sheet
59
Maiden
loved
another
another
year.
tide
and
which no tree could long exist.
telephone number 502-9245602.
by Zeus
As the. tide of autum begins
61 Man's
•
•
•
•
• A9
nickname
to ebb away, the vitality of Husband-wife team
45
MPH
11OLLYWOOD
—
tree life is checked_ _The move65 Black
Landau and Barbara 67 Number
ment of the sap ,slows down Martin
'
9M1Shee
Bain, man and wife in private
Oa 5276MI
illt: iii WI
and the leave; begin to fide. life, will co-star in a 90-minute 69 Alcoholic
beverage
But before they die, they sur- television movie titled "The
DOWN
will
which
render back to the root and Savage Report"
stem that bore them all the also be a pilot for a new series. 1 Bitter vetch
Distr. by United resture Syndicate,.Inc.
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Areas

The Tennessee Valley today is
providing the greateolvOcifor million kilowatts of capacity education demonstration in
companies for use of TVAahead of most other areas of the
the greatest nurntiei over
-1W under construction or planned. western Kentucky and Ten- developed processes and
Nation in the quality of its enThis is scheduled to increase nessee.
longest period of time,_
equipment in 481 plants.
vironment, but the region must
A special" nature trai
"It is in reaching this goal -System capacity to nearly 36
The industry demonstration
answer the critical national that
developed. for the physically program, in which fertilizer
TVA continues to offer its million kilowatts in 1978.
need for broad perspective in
handicapped in Land Betwen firms experiement with and
greatest opportunity to conRECREATION
developing and conserving
the Lakes was one of 29 National introduce new TVA fertilizers to
tribute to regional and national
Total
investme
nts
in
resources if it is to capitalize on
progress," the Board declared. recreation improvements on Recreation Trails designated br their companies, featured work
this opportunity, the Tennessee
Other highlights of the 1971 TVA lakes and lakeshores by the U.S. Department of the by 200 distributors and
Valley Authority told the
TVA annual report included: private interests and public Interior.
manufacturers in 44 states and
Prsident and Congress in its
AGRICULTURE
FLOOD CONTROL
Puerto Rico.
agencies other than TVA
38th annual report. .
TVA continued research in-six
A assisted 35 Tennessee reaehed $310 million-up more
FORESTRY, FISH
",Industrial growth is helping
Valley watersheds designed to
Valley
communit
than
ies
in
in
AND WILDLIFE
million
during
the
year
disperse population in the
preparing
flood
A Valley-wide forest inplain and two and one-half times the help determine whether or not
Valley region, countering the
chemical fertilizersare a ventory during the year showed
regulations and prepared three total 10 years ago..
national trend toward the
significant source of stream continued strengthening of the
reports outlining local flood
TVA
recorded
over
47
million
creation of giant metropolitan
situations as part of its corn- recreation visits to TVA lakes pollution and carried on forest resource. Volume of
clusters with all of their myriad
research aimed at utilizing the merchantable trees increased
munity
flood
damage during the year. .
ills," the TVA Board of
prevention "program. This
TVA is compiling an in- waste heat from power to 19 billion cubic feet-up 21
Directors reported. The people
for percent over 1965. Saivtimber
plants
program, begun by TVA in the ventory of scenic stretches of generating
who are filling these new jobs
1950's and the forerunner of a Valley streams and will prepare agricultural production.
volume rose from 8 to 10.1
still have access to the essential
national
program being user information on their scenic- . TVA obtained 11 patents on billion cubic.
ingredients - for a satisfying acarried
on by Federal agar): qualities and
recreation new fertilizer developments produce 67.8 billion board feet of
living and working encies across the country, focuses potential.
during the year, bringing the lumber.
virnoment.
on localized flood problems in
TVA initiated a new approach
Over 1.5 million visitors were total to 196. Three licenses were
-The region offers great
communities located on upper received at Land Between the issued for usk of TVA to managing lands under power
opportunity to serve as a pilot tributarie
s beyond the full Lakes,
TVA's
outdoor developments. A total of 545 transmission lines which
plant, demonstrating new ideas control
of the TVA water control recreation and conservation licenses have been granted to ultimately could double the
to combat environmental system.
deterioration even as it sustains
The TVA water contra-1
its rate of economic advance," system
was operated in late
the. Board. Mid. ; . - _ -____ waiter and spring to recittee
The report, covering TVA's flood damages
on the lower
activities in fiscal year 1971,
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers by
focused on the national problem more than
$230,000. Cumulative
of choosing among a widening flood damages
averted by the
and often competing range of TVA system since
TVA's first
options in utilizing a finite prpleet _went into.
operationds,
rgiOuree 'base: "ATilioit 1936 exceed
$392 million, of
everyone wants a share of the which more than
$347 million is
expanding opportunities af- in the
Tennessee Valley,
forted by modern society, but primarily at
Chattanooga.
fe1 seem to want to share," the Increased values on
6 million
.
acres of lower Ohio and
re'0tFritnsadijdng means___.to ac- Mississippi basin
land provide
coplmodate divergent' views additional flood control
benefits
and bring balanced perspective of $150 million.
to bear on competing needs
The multiple-purpose Tims
out as the loudest and -Ford Dam and Reservoir
on the
cl reat challenge facing this Elk River in middle
Tennessee
N on today. It is this kind of was added to the water
control
broad overview that TVA, system during the
year.
backed by nearly four decades
NAVIGATION
of %integrated thinking and
Tennessee River freight
action, injects into this coun- traffic and industrial
growth
try's....search for true and full continued to set
new records in
quality in life."
calendar year 1970. Three
The Board cited TVA's significant milestone
s were
pioneering efforts to control passed: Commerci
al freight
stack gas emissions, ash and traffic on the
waterway topped
waste heat discharges produced 25 million tons;
shipper savings
as by-products of meeting on this freight
traffic broke the
national energy needs as an $50 million
mark; and
example of this U1ance4 ap- cumulativ private
e'
investment
proach. "It is this perspective in waterfront plants and,
terthat makes TA the national minals went above $2
billion.
leader in applying known and
Direct employment in
deVelopitig. -technology to shoreline industries
in more
reaim strip-mined lands. and thdh
38,000, with TVA studies
in
A's attempts to create an ,indicating
that at least an equal
athiosphere of reason in a number
of nest' jobs have been
climate of
increasing created in area trades and
C.C.S NIP •••..., LIA,rt
0004
poprization concerning open services
as a result of the
rirrs and dams and reser- purchasin
g power provided by
vain," the Board said.
the waterway plants.
"It enables TVA to recognize
ELECTRIC POWER
a
act upon society's
Work continued on TVA's
40 Tablets
i
e rlasting
re
need for water in program to upgrade. emission
trolled and adequate supply control by installing
new
of good quality, while at the electrostatic ash collectors
at
e time working to preserve its older coal-fired
Regular
steam
u eveloped stretches of
plants. Newer' plants alfeady
st earn for scenic and are so equipped.
Design work
r reational enjoyment," the began in the summer
'1.19 Value
of 1971 on
t added.
rr N1ALNIFCS
—WA &aid outlined the *-the'
conL
sc ie
irsItilnsta
uasll:t
ionsulf
onurthtzide
TVA
for a variety of programs system, to be installed
on a
ed at improving the quality 550,000-kilowatt generating
Soothing
pleasant tasting
unit
fe in the Valley as part of "a at Widows Creek
Steam Plant.
pattern of living geared to TVA also is testing
several
needs of a people who for the other processes for
removal of
st part will depend for their SO2 at other plants
on the
18 Lozenges
tence on the
industrial system.
iety we have become."
Large and rapid cost ine region, the Board said, creases, pximarily
Regular
in the price
SUPER STAINLESS
ill require bold new
of coal, forced TVA to initiate
p grams to upgrade the substanti
al power rate in79' Value
Double Edge
q lity of educational and
creases early in the fiscal year.
h 1th services, particularly in
Blades-10's
Coal stockpiles at TVA steam
more rural areas of the
plants, which reached alarIley. It will require
mingly low levels early in the
ginative planning to guide
year as a result of severe indevelopment of rapidly
terruptions in coal deliveries,
Regular and temon-Mint
wing small towns. It will
were rebuilt to satisfactory
uire comprehensive ap- levels by the end
of the year.
p aches to revitaglize existing
Regular '1.69 Value
TVA sold 90.6 billion kilowattes and even create new ones. hours of electricity
in fiscal
It will require dramatic
1971, about the same as in the
ovations to provide quality
previous year.
r reation outlets for a society
Power revenues increased
increasing leisure. In some
from $479.6 mill* in fiscal 1970
tances, it will require
to $598 million. Net income of
c refully coordinated
F119 million was a much neede
d elopment. In others, it will
T Or
T
.....
improvement over the previous
d
nd the preservation and
tectio of an area in its -year's $74.6 million. TVA paid
$85.1 million ot the U.S.
ural state.
'TVA is engaged in an across-. Treasury --$20 million as
MEINI/A1
repayment of appropriated
t -board effort to help the
T
‘::/
P*ST
pie of the Valley meet all of funds invested in the power
se needs," the report said. system and $65.1 million as
TWO 3 25 01 TUBES TOTAL NET WT 6 5 01
dividend on the Government's
'Today is the first day in
n's history that he has the outstanding appropriations
Thus, $33.9
rtunity,to truly enjoy life. investment.
million-about 6 percent of
stands On the threshold of
f
om from cold, hunger, gross revenues-remained to be
invested in power
assets.
ht, and disease. It also is the
I t time in history that man Operaing expenses climbed to
the full capability of ex- $449.5 million, up $75.3 million
over $970.
minating himself by making
earth uninhabitable," the
State and local governments
rd said.
received $45.3 million from TVA
We carry a complete stock of all
COLO
'The tightrope he must walk
and the distributors of TVA
Coricidin Items - Cough Formula ween these alternatives is
COriCidin. RELIEF
power aataxes and payment in
ven from the unifying thread
lieu of taxes, The amount was $5
Nasal Mist • Demilets - With D TABLETS
a balance, of broad permillion more than in 1970.
Ito ...11 an,•••• ne••••••• b.Int.
And All Sizes of Cork din
_
tive. Built into that balance
Construction expenditures .in.,
mo • a.m. am•no Mr
•EN MD ••• MD• NB EL ,•••
t be a sweeping concern for
fiscal 1971 were $433.3 million,
2,2 Z•... ND • mmt ••••Z; Um • MI SID e =Ai Sim
many and avried needs of
$122 million more than the
, and a commitment of
previous year. TVA has. 16

In

_ -

E

wildlife capacity along power
line rights of way.
Brood flocks of Canada geese
and wood ducks began
producing offspring in the
second year of a program
designed to establish a yearround waterfowl
population
in the Valley.
Mine operators, complying
with reclamation provisions in
TVA coal contracts, planted and
seeded more than 2,500 acres of
strip-minde land during the
year. TVA also strengthened its
reclamation
requirements
during the year, based on experience gained in previous
reclamation work and incorporating new technological
developments.
- -•-•
TRIBUTARY
_
AREA DEVELOPMENT
Draft
environmental
statements were .being studied
at year's end by interested
local, state, and Federal
organizations on water control projects proposed by TVA for,

the Duck River in middle
Tennessee and the first or 14
projects in the French Broad
area of western North Carolina.
TVA assisted in the study,and
development of a variety of
educational cooperatives, a
concept in which groups of
counties and their school
systems share or consolidate
specialized facilities and
teachers and cooperatively plan
innovative new programs.
.
TVA-assisted junk car
collection programs in Tennessee, Virginia, and North
Carolina removed more than
2,000 abandoned vehicles which
were sent to crushing and
shredding plants.
• The first compinkto locate in
the Duffield Industrial Park
was ready to begin operations
at the end of the fiscal year,
following four years
. of planning
and development to boost the
economy of a mountaninous 3county area of southwest

Virginia, where industrial sites
are scarce and employment
opportunities are limited. In
addition to providing continuing
planning assistance, TVA
completed a flood protection
project which will provide
protection for the industrial
area.
Preliminary studies are
under way in a leounty area of
middle Tennessee and north
Alabama aimed at planning and
applying new concepts which
would' allow
continued
economic expansion while
preserving the rural advantages offered in the area.
PERSONNEL
TVA had 25,829 employees at
the end of the fiscal year, up
3,585 over the previous year.
Nearly- three-fourths of the
increase was in trades , and
labor employment as TVA
continued the largest power
construction program in its
history.

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
Quaky Merchandise
for
EVERYONE!

GILLETTE

USTERINE.

BROMO
SELTZER
2-5/8-ounce

89' Value

PRISTEEN
2.5 Ounce Sizes

GILLETTE
ADJUSTABLE BANDS
5's
Regular '1.00 Value

New spray powder protects
all day long!

4

LISTERIN
LISTER!

Regular 5 1.49 Value
14-oz. Size
Regular
'1.29 Value

TUBES

20-Ounce
Regular
I.59 Value

Regular 89' Value

k

KILLS THE GERMS
THAT CAUSE BAD BREATH—
Lasts for hours
OW • 111., •t,•

=sal Sea

32-Ounce
Regular
2.29 Value
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it-WONDERS

Cali
753-1916

1971- HONDA 450 cc, good condition. $850.00. Phone 767-2928
F2C
after 6:00 p.m.
ORDER NOW for Sprint 1972.
Call Stark Bro's Salesman for
your needs. I will help you make
your selection of fruit trees,
shrubs and roses. Phone 753J29C
6051.
1970 MODEL 350 cubic inch
Chevrolet motor with 300 heads.
-See Sherrill Hicks or call 7534288
J29P
.
after 4:00 p.m.
PLOW FOR Ford tractor, 3 point
J29C
hitch. Phone 753-3830.
SHIRES RETURNED
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-The St.
Louis .Blues Tuesday returned
Jim Shires to their Denver
farm club of the Western
-fleekey -League. -Shires- -wasreturned because Christian
Bordeleau, who was sidelined
with a broken foot, is ready to
return to action.

FOR RENT
-

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

COMPLETE FISH DINNER _
.
with cote slaw, french fries & hush puppies or MIS.
Tasty and very satisfying!
Here or Go sI.60 TRIANGLE INN/53-4953

ALUMINUM
PLATES

23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
30" Deluxe GE range, BOY'S AND Girl's dress coats
These plates are-perfect ONE
$79.95. One 30" Frigidaire range, and car coats, sizes 2T to 14
for siding or roofing :
line
7.50. One 40" L&H deluxe range years,one third off. All children's
40" Frigidaire range, very sportswear, 20 Kr cent off. Settle
barns, for placing
J29C
eani--$42.50. One GE two door Workman.
around-bottom of
refrigerator, automatic defrost,
mobile homes to keep Refrigerator clearance price; CLEAN -EXPENSIVE carpet
One Norge automatic with the best. Blue Lustre is
out the wind and snow, $139.50,
washer. One Ketvinator washer, Anieriea's favorite. Rent
and for many other
$65.00. One Speed Queen dryer, shampooer $1. Murray Home &
129C
$47.50. One Admiral TV with AM- Auto Store.
uses such as
FM Radio Two GE console Color
"building out"
TVs, one with new picture tube. 25" CONSOLE COLOR TV, three
Low low price. One 18" Portable years old. Phone 753-9550. J27P
mice or rats.

Call
753-1916
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FIVE ROOM farm home, full
basement, running water, garden, large shady lot, located on
1
2 miles East of
paved road, 3/
Murray. Phone 753-1665.
J28C

G Z

FURNISHED HOUSE for college
boys or girls. Phone 753-3040.J31C
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home,two miles South of Murray
on 641:- Electric heat:4645 after 4:00p.m.
J27C

TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment, wall to wall carpet,
central heat and air. Phone 753- ONE BEDROOM trailer, carF2C peted, electric heat.
, nice ap4331.
pliances, garbage disposal, air
TWO BEDROOM furnished conditioner, storage building. On
apartment, available now. Nice, private lot, downtown location.
reasonable,
with
must see to appreciate. $80.00 Priced
plus utilities. Phone 7534298 after everything furnished. One 10'x55'
5:00, Monday thru Friday, twc bedroom trailer. Good
dowptovrn location. Central heat
anytime Saturday,and SunJ29C andliir conditioning. Reasonable
day.
rent. Phone 753-5617 or 753-1257
J27C
after 5:00p.m.
SALE
„.FOR

1:
7
•
e

t011eg
TUXEDO

ittNTAL

DO'
shoe
only

BEG
beds
carp

753;,??:1?

TV, only $59.50. Bilbrey's Car &
ONE RACK ladle's blouses and THREE BEDROOM furnished
J27C FURNISHED APARTMENT one PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
trailer, Phone 753-5811.
Home Supply, 210 East Main. GIRL'S LOAFERS,sizes 81
/
2to 4, slacks, It price. Settle WorkJ27C -ideal for school, /
Phone 753-5617.
block from University, $400.00 available. For. information
J29C
Settle:man.
price.
1
2
Call at
HOUSE, LOCATED at 303 East per semester plus utilities for two contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
Workman.
J29C
and Lean,Main-Street*
Phonelohn Pasco-, .,
WrArtre.i look dultandth tai, Cht3tutit Street: Par-Turther
TFNC Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC
'good condition. $40.00. Phone 753- 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low remove spots as they appear with information phone 753-1573. J29C 753-7278.
J27C mileage.Phone 787‘.2032.
-7545.
J31C Blue Lustre., Rent electric
103 N. 4th St
shampooer $1. Big K, 13elaire TRAILER, THREE miles CI
TWO--BEDROOM- unfurnished
BRIGHTLY PAINTED wooden FULL BLOODED long haired Shopping Center.
Murray, Ky. J29C Murray. Three bedrooms TWOBEDRC1aThouse with bath duplex, fully carpeted, central
in Hardin, Kentucky. Phone 753furniture. Starving artist must Dachshund. .Housebroken,
electric heat. Phone 753-7856
heat and air. Built-in stove.
4661.
_
J28c -Phone-768-4478or 763-913kp-TFG-ma-before January-AL Kitchen
Regular
SPaYed•
-GOING OVEI1SAS!!! .19'63-.443.442/*
BOY'S SHOE Sale.
*set, small table, work table and 4759. 1251°142hc`ne
J27C Corvair' 1 Oak dining table with
$5.99. Sale $3.99. Regular $4.99. child's school desk. All wooden
TWO BEDROOM house with FURNISHED - APARTMENT; 2 BEDROOM HOUSE with gas
Pedestal; fully equipped 10 bath. Natural gas
three rooms, bath, private enSale $2.99. Settle Workman. J29C furniture. Excellent condition.
heat, carpeted
gallon
aquarium.
Phone
753-7828
trance
and garage. Prefer one beat, near Panorama Shores.,
6th
South
at
408
seen
be
Can
living room. Located Alm!.
ELEVEN PIGS. Three miles or 753-9388
TFC.
J29C- Heights.Phone 7534293.
person.
Phone 753-1293.
1970.-12'.x60! MOBILE HOME.. Street', Apartment 3, Fran
J28C Phone_436-3264.
MC
East Of Alino Heights. Phone-753anawning,
Includes patio,
Levinson,753-2480 after 5:00.J27P 4418.
J27C
derpenning, metal storage
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR
building, air canditiar.king, car- ALUMINUM 14'fishing boat and ANTIQUE SLAY bed and pie
peting and utility room. Reduced trailer. Phone 753-1412 between safe. Phone 753-7327.
J28C
gter &:30a.m.an(1-5.1.00-pan--NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at
ONLY $125 per acre will buy a 45 acre tract of land tluithari
J29C
-4:0010.0w.
1510 Belmonte Drive. Features central heat and air, 1%
FLUFFY soft and bright are
been fenced and sowed* down in permanent pasture. Apceramic baths, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen built-ins,
proximately 35 acres cleared, practically new stock pond.
AKC TOY 'Poodles. Two males, carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre.
TWO SETS of aluminum winsliding glass doors to the patio, 10' x 12' outside storage shed.
Located 4 miles West of Crossland.
one female. Six weeks old. Phone Rent electric shampooer $1.
dows. One set 100"x60", one set
Since the owners have already purchased a larger home,
J28P Begley Drug Store, Central
753-9809 after 4:00 p.m.
66"x36". Excellent condition
they have priced this one for a quick sale.
J29C
Shopping Center.
GOOD BUILDING LOT, 135' x 271', on the West side of US-Phone 436-5848.
1970 HONDA 450. Phone t3-4482
641, approximately 4 miles South of Murray.
SPACIOUS 4-BEDROOM FRAME HOME at 107 South 14th
J28C UNIVERSAL JEEP Top. Metal
after 6:00 p.m.
GOOD USED refrigerator and
- Street. This home has wall to wall carpeting, 2 baths, extra
roll
up
windows,
new
condition.
DEVELOPMENT TYPE PROPERTY - 27 acres of wood
stove in very good cohdition. Will UPRIGHT PIANO, real good
large kitchen,family room,one car garage and a nice corner
land, with 1,400 ft. of blacktop frontage on Ky: 444, just a
Willselleheap‘ Phone 753-5617 or
tebreasonable. Phone 753Phone
753$75.00.
condition,
short distance from Blood River. Suitable for campgrounds,
mc lot. Located within easy walking distance of the University.
1657.
J29C 5020.
J28C 753-157 after 5:00 p.m.
homesites,etc. yet priced at only $250 per acre.
COMPLETELY REMODELED FROM TOP TO BOTTOM.
This two story brick home is located on 3 acres of land just
85 ACRE FARM WITH A good 3-bedroom home of aluminum East of Puryear, Tenn. I No 2 fireplaces, wall -wall
siding and brick construction. Has approximately 50 acres of
.
carpeting,
large
ceramic
bath,
beautifully
panelled
den
and
CH. 29
CH. 12
open land, large stock barn, good well, some new fencing.
CH. 8
CH. 6
CH. 3'
CH. 5
Cu. 4
WDXR
kitchen, double carport, full-size dry basement, chain link
WSIX
KFVS
WPM)
.
WSIL
WLAC
WSM
Located on the New Providence-Buchanan Road just south of
6:00 Movie
6:30 Oolddiggers
6:30 Primus
6.3013ragnet
6:30 Tell Truth
fence around the yard. One of the best built homes-in the
6:00 News
6:30 Primus
the Tennessee State Line.
7:00 Me & Chimp 7:27 News
'
, 7:00 Me & Chimp 7:00.F. Wilson 7:00 Smith Jones
7:00 Flip wasp
6:30 Safari
area.
_
•
. 7-i30 Theater -29- 740 My 3-Sons
r012.1rOnside
0:00 tongstreet
7110 Srithb tones 8:00 tronslele
7:30 MY 3 Sons 9:40 News
8:00 Special
8:001Longstreet
9:000. Martin 9:00 Marshall
9:00 Dean Martin 8:00 Movie
,
W3TIIIN,2 BLOCKS
vir UNIVERSITY - A large two953 Harvey
9:00 Reports
4-1
10:0 News
10:00 News
10:00 Chaparral
1:00 Marshall
10:00 News
- FOR ONLY $8,000 we are offering a large two-story frame
story home with a total of 6 bedrooms. Attractively
'GM Crest. Feat
1000 News
10;00 Nowt
10730 Tonight yy:00 News
10110 Tonight- - - 10130' Masonhome
at
506
Pine
Street.
Has
been recently redecorated
le:30 Movie
10:30 Griffin
10:0 Civet, • .
• I 1410 Mettrie
decorated,in good condition,situated on a large shady lot at
II:30 Cavatt
- +i:0 Sports
throughout and is exceptionally clean. The floor plan is
202 North 13th Street4 Lots of extras included anckpriced at
suitable for a single family residence or use as a duplex.
only $18,500.
Must see to appreciate the value.
6:30 McCoys
15:45 Journal
6:00 R. Emery
9:45 Devotional
7:00 Today
:45 S.Sem.
8:30 LaLanne
SMALL FARM WITH A 2-bedroom frame home that has 2 .
- 6:06 News
21110eze
10:00 Movie
9:00 Dinah
"rag Today
6:15 Break. ShOw
9:00 The Hour
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 3-BEDROOM BRICK at 1312
unfurnished rooms upstairs. 29 &efts of land with plenty of
6:30 N'Ville
:30 Romper
9:00 Dinah
AM 930 Concent.
:011 News
11:50 Sowing
10:00 The Life
Kirkwood.
The
owners
have
taken
excellent care of this
7:55 Kitc. Korn. 10:00 Sale Cert. 9:00 Lucy
1:30 Concen.
:00 Kangaroo
12:00 Gourmet
blacktop frontage on Ky. 783, approximately 41
/
2 miles South10:30 That Girl
8:00
Kangaroo
Sz',.-Cen.
10:00
10:30 Squares
9:00 Lucy
1:00 Bewitched
place and it is in like new condition. Has a living room, kit12:30 3 Match
11:00 Bewitched
west
of
Murray.
9:00 Tell-Truth
10:30
Squares
11:00
Jeopardy
9:30
Hillbillies
11:30 Barbara
1:00 Movie
11:30 Password
chen with built-ins, utility, attic storage, carport and a 90' x
9:30 T or C
11:40 Jeopardy
10:00 FaM. Affair
11:45 Sowing
2:57 News
11:30 W-W-W
12:00 My..Child.
10:00 Fain. Affair 1155 News
145' lot. Priced at $17,750.
10:30 Love-Life
11:55 C. Duvall
3:00 Movie Game
11'30 WWW
4-ROOM FRAME HOME THAT has new aluminum siding'on 12:30 Make-Deal
10:30 Love of Life 12,00 News
32:00 Noon
1:0e tio,,,,,tywees
11:00 Where 444iart -43-:30 mote*
412110 My CNN*
the
11:00 Heart Is
exterior and paneling and Will twill Carpeting in the
Lives
1:00
Our
12:15
Pastor
Make-Deal
11:25
Soto
News
12:30
4:00
1:30 Dating
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
12:30 Romp. Rm 1:00 Newlyweds
11:30 Search
5:00 Death Valley
interior. One acre of land a large concrete block chicken
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:00,Cisging
World
NEARING
COMPLETION
A
fine
new
brick
home
on
a
2:00
An.
Con.
12:55
Plc.
Dating
Farm
.30
calendar
12:00
Football
1:30
2:30 One Life
house are included. Located 1 mile North of Hazel on the Old
12:25 News
1:00 Lives
12:05 News
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
:57 News
2:30 Promise
heavily wooded lotlust 2 miles Southeast of Murray. Will
LOC Love Am.
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
3.:00 Somerset
- Mason Fann_ Road.
12:20 Weather
2:30 One. Lift
._ '
:00 Movie
3:30 Matinee
- have central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen,
1:00 Love Is
3:10 Virginian
:27 News
2:00 World
12:30 rfOrkS TWOS
3:00 Password
5:00 Hugh X.
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30 Promise
5:00 Mayberry
,
1:30 Theater 29
1:00 Love, "Many
built-ins, 1% ceramic baths, living room, family room, 3
_
3:30 Love Am.
,:30 News
.•444-talea..401s.------34011-Saciat-Staust-4140-4,emeeeeo_____w,ee_leemee.
__WELLBUILT-.24F-DRGOWBRICKherne-vrittra-100-1--- •
-.. lloteting•-bight-----vr3S-WeRntorrumny
room,
-garage,
attic
6:(ki News
storm
sec.
corner lot, at 1700 Olive Street. It has a living room, dining
News
0e
5:30
2
:
2:30 Edge of Night 3:30 pep.",
ACT'S
Greet,
4:30
1:40 News
6:30 Sports
water. Buy now and select your own color scheme,etc.
6:30 Dragnet
3:00 Gomer Pyle 4:00 Gilligan,
5:00 News
1:30 Edge-Night
room, family room, kitchen with built-ins, bath, enclosed
10:00 Creat. Feat.
7:00 Brady
7:00 Sanford
3:30 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone 6:00 Griffith ' 3:00 Lassie
10:30 Movie
7:XV Patridge
garage; carpeting:Tented baCk-yard.
7:30 "Chronolog" 4:00 Movie
5:30 News
6:30 Your tits
3:30 Virginian
12:00 Sports
8:00 Room 222
ONLY $500 DOWNPAYMENT will buy a one acre lot with
9:10 Primus
News
Hazel
5:25
News
7:00 Brady's
8:00
5:00
8:30 Odd Couple 10:00
6:00 News
220' frontage on the blacktop. City water available. Located
News
S-430 News
14:30 Green Acres 7;30 Partridge,
30 ACRE TRACI'OF GOOD LEVEL FARMLAND and a deep
9:00 Love Stela- 10:30 Toniglit
6:30 Tell-Truth
2:00 Santoro
6:30 Buck Owens
, -41:00 Room 222
- on State Line Road,just at the East edge of Hazel. Full price
. 10:00 News
well, located approximately 3 miles Northwest of Puryear, _
7:00 O'Hara
Odd Couple 7:00 O'Hara
8:30
7:30
Chronolop
10:30 Cavell
$2,000.
8:00 Movie
8:00 Ent. of Yr.
.4:30 FelonySquad 9:00 Love Am.
Tenn.
12:00 Movie
Rickles 10,00 mews
9:30 Don
10:00 Chaparral 9:30 Don
Rickles ,
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10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie ,

14:30 Tonight
,

13:00 News
11:30 Movie

10:00 News
10:30 Movie
•
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Pi ASA. IS

IT l4/A5 5TLIPiD ON& 13ECAI)E
YOU MADE 1'15TV/10 400 DIDN'T
joiN IN ON ANY OF THE FUN .

(BOIL-JO:I"
A 511)PiC,
PART,< TMT
I.4.445!

THE NEXT TIME I TAKE
AW PLACE, I'LL LEAVE 4I3U HOME

TI-105 THE LAST PARTY
I'LL EVES TAKE 401) TO
•74,

C.

SPACIOUS TWO-STORY BRICK HOME, in a fine neighborhood, at 1513 Kirkwood. Has a living room, dining room,
• den with fireplace, kitchen with built-ins, utility room, 2
bedrooms and a ceramic bath on the main floor. On the
second floor there are 2 additional bedrooms, ceramic bath
and a sewing room. Also has a two-car garage and a fencedin backyard.

'Mir
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOMES in Puryear
Heights Subdivirdoe. We have two from which you may
choose. Each has central heat and air, ceramic bath, wall to
wall carpeting, 3 bedrooms, kitchen-family room, utility
room, concrete patio, large lot. One has a carport and the
other has a garage. Financing available.

it
2/

BLONDIE
1-IEL-0, AGNES
••THIS. is

etLONIE.YOU DIALED
vozoNG NIUMBEP•-

BLONDIE

-11-1IS IS DAGW000

4\

LOVELY OLDER HOME LOCATED IN downtown section of
Murray.This is a well built home and has been maintained in
top-notch condition. Has a spacious interiOr that includes a
living room with fireplace, dining room, large modern kitchen, bath imd 3 bedrooms on the main floor, a good dry
basement houses the gas furnace; the upstairs has been
converted into a 3-room and bath apartment that generates
enough revenue to almost make your monthly payments.

CAN I HELP IT IF
I'M NOT AGNES-A

I 1•i'

1.

.
441S_

otkil - oviTCHMEN- YOU ARE WRONG
to FIGHT PRE.SIDENI WAGA. HE 15

./

0

NE 0/Vf.5

TRYING .TO HELP YOUR PEOPLE.

40"

HE IS A 5P,
OF LUA6Ai

DARKNE,55

tt
"
e,
1111

as we
COM

SEE

NEW]
•

with I
electr
LT,

IvIAK
Price
bedrc

40 ACRE FARM AND an attractively renovated 3-bedroom
home,located 11
/
2 miles Northwest of Hazel. 36 acres cleared
land,2stock ponds,good well,2 barns. Price $23,500.
12 ACRE TFtACT OF LAND with blacktop frontage on two
sides. Located approximately 4 miles South Of Murray, near
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
CHURCH BUILDING,PARSONAGE AND TWO vacant lots
near downtown Murray, Priced far below the replacement
cost.
RENTAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY WITH AN EXCELLENT RATE OF RETURN - A two-story house divided
into two apartment units and a two-story concrete block
building divided into two additional apartment units.
Located within 2 blocks of the downtown business district.
LOW PRICE SPECIALS:
A two-story house and 2 acres of land, near Blood
River.
$6,000.
A 3-bedroom frame home and large lot,
on Calloway, in
Hazel. $4,500.
An extra large two-story home at 3rd and
Center, in Hazel.
$5,250.

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th & Maple Streets

SMASH
90RN

DO
ganq
attra

FINANCING AVAILABLE ON THE 2-bedroom frame home
on First Street, in Hazel. In order to sell this property by the
time their new home is completed.., the owners have reduced
the price enough to make this one of the best buys in Hazel.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

THE PHANTOM
W

PRICE REDUCED $1500 on the 3-bedroom frame home
located at the corner of Third and Center Street, in Hazel. A.
considerable amount of money was spent in the remodeling
of this place but the owners are willing to sacrifice to settle
the estate.

LON(
have;
his po
air, si
will r

SMALL F
business c
One mile
proximate]
Hog wire f
Cozy-bide
Modern. I
436-2173.
HELP

FOUR DOI
Shoe partthis much
conunissior
ever. No
7
- - equipment
program!
M. Bisto
Brockton, h

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946.
Ishmael tinson: 753-1534
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

"DON'T Fl
the way.yet
Avon is
"Represents
hours, s(
products in
DOW: Colleo
after 6:00 1
Mrs. Janet
136A,Princ
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE /WA", ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

1968 PONTIAC GTO, double
wer, vinyl roof, and bucket
seats. Very good condition.
$1295.00. Also 1971 Vega, low
mileage with air. Phone 753J31P
1222.

SUPER DISCOUNTS!! soas
.,.00,

OFFICE space
information
mas at Federal
Main Street in
53-7921. TFC
unfurnishad
•ted, centrild
Built-in sto*.
753-9135. -11146.-USE with gas
rama Shor

FOR SALE

-Ito Yoe'wANT A HOME of your very own but funds are
- abort? How about this 2 bedroom newly decorated home for
only $10,500.?
BEGINNERS SPECIAL! This neat little frame house has 2
bednooms down, 1 up; electric heat, air conditioner, some
carpet*, draperies. Can be bought for just $14,800. Don't
miss We.One!
IF YOU THINK A NEAT SMALL HOME is hard to find, then
Completely
see this 2 bedroom brick at 1102 Vine Street.
carpeted,lovely drapes,just the rightsize lotfor easy care. A
real buy.
A CHALLENGE TO THOSE WHO WANT an older home to
remodel and resell. This 4 bedroom 1;,2 story brick home has
unlimited-possibilities. Ideal investment property and less
than $16A.
ADORABLE 8• AFF6RDABLE, 10 year old brick on quiet
street. 3 bedrooms, drapes, electric heat, built-in range,
spotlessly clean. A bargain at $20,750.

Ladies pants - $1.16 to $4.0
Ladies Knit Tops - OE to $2.119
Ladies Dresses 100 percent Poly Double Knit from $8.19

Calt.;.3>

kr.

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE, Double your Mon, with this
duplex. .2 bedrooms each side, fully occupied. Lot is
107'x192', big enough to build 2 more apartments. Can be
yours for $24,500. Great investment!
IT COSTS NO MORE TO OWN LOVELY brick duplex than to
pay that apartment rent. Have an income while you are
buying. Each side features 3 bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
central heat and air,carpets. Only 2 years old.
222)008' COMMERCIAL LOT at 10th and Arcadia. One of
best locations in town. Buy now, start buildin4 Jour inns
butsriese tomorrow.
COME AWAY FROM THE EVERYDAY!! The charm ,of •
yesieeyear will be yours in this 2 story victorian mansion:
Features 7 bedrooms,gracious curved-sCturway,4 fireplaces,
family room, dining room, large modern kitchen with all
built-ins, basement. Be the envy of your crowd- by owning
"That Different Place."

get's,

1971 FORD STATION Wagon,
Country Squire LTD, automatic
transmission, power steering,
brakes and windows. Stereo
J31C
radio. Phone 753-3078.

Papt Sllita

SPort °jai/.

,

Famous

0000

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

'1

HOUSE HUNTING?
Donald R. ltuckchr & Associates
Are Ready For You In '721

•

Dr,
taikiii
Men - Boys Jeans - $.99 to ;Le
4,
Men Hang Shirts - 4.0 to $1.99
_ illen's 100 per cent Poly Double Knit Pants - 88-99 te 67.99
' Alse Geed Seleetienly the FAR Out Swingers
Corthi
Open Monday January 31st. I
--......Z......?

IklaNN'a"

ci
ci
...,
lii

-

Wed Ky. Bargain Center

-.319-No. Maist-it----genteiti-Ily.

1970 CORVETTE; 12,000 miles,'
one owner, excellent condition.
Two tops. 5-50 warranty. Phone
Fancy Farm 823-8303or CM
J332
4692.
,
1968 CAMARO Super Sport, mag
wheels. Excellent condition.
J29C
11300,00. Phone 753-2882.

--1)pen 9-5 - Close Su

Cl

NICE 1968 Chevelle, 327
automatic, 42,000 miles, $1250.00.
ELEXTROLUX SALES & Sex
CHILD'S PLATE
$200.00 REWARD for information Phone Joel Griffin, 437-4167. J29C
NO SALES PITCH,JUST A DARN GOOD DEAL. Apartment
Ky.,
C.M
Murray,
BOX
213,
vices,
within
(under 12 years)
leadinx.to arrest and conviction
r,
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT! Ownership doesn't cost-it house with 9 apartments completely furnished
phone
Sanders,
Income
38
.
investment
for
Fardining
3-3468,
of
-room,
meat,
serving
Ideal
twolis
with
thieves who robbed house near 1956 DODGE M ton pickup. Good '
living
12
home
'of
brick
of
University.
bedroom
3
walking-distance
this
See
• pays!
-TFC servings of vegetables or'
mington,Kentucky. .
Irvin Cobb highway. Among condition. $200.00: Pbone-110.--•
room, kitChein, family room, extra large patio, 2 carports plus tax relief. ACT NOW!!!
220
saw,
items stolen were skill
french fr1es...9.49. Here or
with lots id outside storage. $22,500.
- ---------127C
tools. 6753.
If You
go: 7534953- TRIANGLE INN electric heater and a box of
NEED A BUILDING SITE nottin the city-22 acres North of
1
No.
and
house
Ellthts
listed
lantei
Phone
- BE NUMBER ONE - To amour just
Stella with foundation and _storngt building under
1966 CHEVELLE SS, vinyl roof,
with added income, Two sleeping rooms in back of home add
struction.
Raney wheels, good tires. Less
INVITATION FOR BIDS
$70.00 to your monthly Income, while you relax in the modern
Phone.
1,000 miles on motor. Phone
than
7 ACRES FRONTING USA!!! North with around 700' highway
Notice is hereby given that the
3 bedroom house.
AT
US
CALL
JVP
753-8428.
County,
Calloway
of
Court
Fiscal
frontage.
for your antiques. A
the
on
IT WOULD BE THE PERFECT setting
bids
accept
will
Kentucky,
longs
it
p.m.
before
3:00
cottage
creative mind could turn it into the charming dining room,
Stone Spreaders described below
26 ACRES on highway 94 just 12 miles Northeast of Murray,
WANT TO BUY
fireplace,
or
to be.Imagine 5 bedrooms,one with a
until 9:00 a.m., Thursday,
ideal location for future investment.
building.
shop
on
For
Prices
basement, on 2 acres. Large outside
February 10, 1972, in the office of
WANT TO BUY good° used
A 1972 DREAM-100 acre farm for only $16,500. Located
the Calloway County Court Clerk,
3
attractive
this
in
RIGHT
OFF
this
at
YEAR
p.m.
Western saddle, 15" seat. NMI
6:00
long
have
farm
won't
YOUR
Kentucky.
this
We
Between
Murray,
Kirksey.
,
of
START
Courthouse
Northwest
2 bath off master
1
2 baths-has /
/
after 5:00p..m.
the
753-4478
to
conform
must
bid
Each
price.
--bedroom brick home. 11
7:00 p.m. In The specifications-set forth or be its
large living
bedroom, gas heat, 2 air conditioners, carpeted,
and
Evening -----room. Stove and drapes will stay with house. Garage
RELAX IN THE COUNTRY in this cozy home on 5 acres GC
equivalent.
AUTO8 FOR SALE
SALE
for
yours
be
can
home
spacious
-n-ioa know-your
-South °Litz-ray.
outside storage unit. This
Two (2)'rkew Stone Spreaders
good fairtsfratitirOnTY iniles
r,call
please
•
boy's number,
much less than-you imagine. CALL NOW!
_
far Mounting- on Rear of
--him firsCif- you get no, Truck Bed
of the best land around Kirksey, borSOME
OF
90
ACRES
Sunset
on
yours
are
CONVENIENCE AND CONTENTMENT
results then call John
dered by a water,shed lake. Small frame house - excellent
room, both
Blvd. 3 large bedrooms, spacious den and living
Pasch , Jr. at the above
spring
of
thinking
to
start
time
the
is
Now
barn.
tobacco
Center bearing support
kitchen.
number during the hours
with fireplaces, 2 full baths, lots of closets, built-in
Mantially-eperated
plantin'.
listed All for $26,500, You neep to see thi.s.one._._
control
Attached or detached by bolts
robbing the
16 ACRE TRACT on Earnest Bailey road. Good investment
oil
-A HOME YOU'LL TREASURE WITHOUT
lot.
to
large
rear -of dump bed
on
brick
bedroom
tans
septic
on
3
ESTIMATE
Beautiful
E
property,
treasury to buy.
builtAble to handle crushed stone,
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Carpets, drapes,2 baths,,oentral heat and air, modern
room.
gravel, slag or other types of
family
the
love
will
You
$28,000.
only
for
on
30
located
ENT
tract
acre
FOR.
kitchen
PERFECT
INVESTM
in
ins
aggregate
Johnnie Robertson Road. Develop this and make your 1972 a
Phone 753-300 1
9'7" to 106" spread with divided
LONG WINTER DAYS ARE EASY by the fireplace when you
one!
richer
put
gate, pick-up eye, operator stop;
e Geni
Telephon
The
have a family room big enough for kids to play and dad to
and
and hand rail
his pool table. 4 large bedrooms,2full baths, central heat
2 MILES WEST OF- MURRAY on Highway 121, we have 15
$30,750
drapes.
attractive
area,
-dining
kitchen
North of
miles
air, spacious
7
SHOP.
PET
641
acres.
will make it all yours
Murray. Fish, birds, puppies, The right is reserved to sleet
liamstark_gginea pigs an, the lowest_ and best bid, also to
COMMyn ma1 FRONTAGE on641 Nerili.-74aeres-prieed at
e_lcar
• 1TC
reject any or all bids.
DO YOU BANE.2 cars? Put both away at nigld_inth
supplies. Phone 7534362 or 7
$43,000.
garage attached to this lovely 4 bedroom, 2 bath home. The
J27N
9457.
MN Ford Fairiane, 4 door blue, 20 V4 automatic,radio,
attractive kitchen has all built-ins and opens to dining room
-- - _heater, 34,000 miles, new tires, sold new in
as well as large den.Inviting foyer, large rooms, beautifully
NEW CTFAGgIa Panorama Sheres* 2 be4rwrna-/ Partian)"
_
Murray
Tried Our
caIgaiTieatW1thelectric
furnished, is peifiet summer hotne. Let us show you this - tIll
la a
HOT KINGFISH SANDWICH?
.I
1149 Datum 510 Wagon, blue, 4 speed, air conditioned,
10.1
bargain at only 0,500.
$106.06
Notice is hereby given that the
radio,luggage rack.
"U's the best in the West"
Fiscal Court of Calloway County,
2
1
$.76 Here or Go.
black
with
NEWLY LISTED IN CATESBORO.Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2/
yellow
top,
hard
door
2
Impala,
let
0117Chevro
• •
KME147,-•ve-lia.ve-30-aeres of
cethe
eau-ay,wilMecept blds
•
air conbrakes,
and
steering
power
top,
vinyl
E
INN
TRIANGL
rs3-4953
developfor
location
Perfect
property.
choice waterfront
Distributor
Bituminous
41195.00
with fireplace, kitchen with built-ins, double garage with
ditioned.
.
ment with over 1200 feet of lake frontage.
described below irtil 9:00 a.m.,
electric door. Must be seen_to0appreciate! ,
in
1972,
10,
NEED RIDE to and from Thursday, February
1968 Chevrolet Camaro, Gold with black vinyl top, Super
the officM the Calloway County
THINKING OF BUILDING your own home? We have many
-Saturday,
duplex
Monday
brick
Paducah,
Sport, V-8, radio, automatic in console, new glass
this
with
SLEEP
YOU
MAKE MONEY WHILE
Clerk, Courthouse,
most any part of Murray you would like. Some
Court
in
listed
lots
leave
$1495.00
a.m.,
2
7:00
away.
Murray
leave
get
one
belted tires.
this
priced at less than $20,000. Don't let
have large trees. All are well located.
p.m., Saturday Murray,Kentucky Each bid must
5r:00
Paducah
income!
Great
side.
each
on
bedrooms
specifications set
1971 Dentin Pick Up,red, 15,000 miles, radio and heater, 4
12:00 pan..Phone 7674105. J28C conform to the
$1495.00
forth or be its equivalent.
speed,GasSaver.
1971 Dotson 1204 Fastback,dart'blue with white vinyl top,
Phone 753-3000
One (1) New 1000 Gallon
4 speed,radio,air conditioned, 14,000 miles, We sold it
Bituminous Distributor
-The Telephone Geni
$2095.00
new.
to be Mounted
County's Truck
1971 Datsun 510, 2 door, orange with black vinyl top
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
doss section,
EMptiCal
TANK:
Automatic, 7,000 miles, factory tape player, mag style
to
applies
'theient or sale. Ftent
_g
electric
$2095.00
steel,
tank
A
Wade
wheel covers. We sold it new.
purehase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
and out, 10 gauge
across from Post Office, Paris, welded inside
1971 Detain Pick Up,blue with camper topper,four speed,
J2gc shell and surge plates, 7 gauge
Tennessee.
92095.09
radio, 7,000 miles. Local car.
header, or more. Two (2) double
infully
Tank
flues.
*pass 8"
1970 Rambler Hornet, two door, 6 cylinder. Red,
sulated with 2"fiberglass with
BLUE MARLIN
automatic,radio, heater, 28,000 miles. One
gauge steel weather-proof shell.
$1595.00
owner.
CLUB
ENGINE: 1'72 cu.in.,4cylinder
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
Wednesday Night
air con&
FOUND
LOST
speed,
4
heater,
location,
radio,
good
white,
SMALL FARM:
1971 Opel Wagon,
gasoline engine with gas tank,
THE INNOVATED TOUCH
$2095.00
new
miles,-like
both,
5,000
oil
business or future investment
enclosure,
ditioned,
metal
trucking,
sheet
WORK,
•
Friday Nighin
bz BULLDOZER
WANTS live in job as
WOMAN
oil
type,
screen
One mile East Murray, ap LOST YOUNG male dog,
air cleane;_or
also bank gavel, fill dirt and
or
SUE &THE NEW BREEDS
proximately 10 acres pasture. Collie, 1/2 Shepherd, white and topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or companion to elderly person
1971 Datsun 510 Wagon, gold, radio, heater, automatic,
filter, fuel filter, muffler,starter,
Night
Saturday
available.
right
around
s
ring
couple.
black
Reference
brown,
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
battery.
AM-FM radio, mag style wheel covers, air conand
TFC
generator
3544161 after 6:00 p.m.
MEN-SAY-SHUNS
J29C
and
10th
of
vieinity
in
489-2364.
Lost
Phone
eye.
$2495.00
,,,house,
room
7
or
speed
older
Corr-ditioned,luggage rack. We sold it new.
TRANSMLSSION: 2
.127C
modern. For appointment call Olive. Phone 753-2383.
TAX SERVICE. Leave records
better with industrial type elute
TFC
for fast preparation. Government
436-2173.
1963 Chevrolet, 4 door, blue, V-8 automatic, air con(10").
LOST BLACK Angus cow. If trained. Reasonable rates. Phone WILL BABYSIT in your home
6495.00
ditioned,local car,good mechanically
ASPHALT PUMP: 400 G.P.M.
daily or by the week. Phone 753found phone 753-6393or 753C 52y after 400 p.m.
or
436-5430.
February'7
753-2959
nt)..
dispiacerae
(positive
J29P
HELP WANTED
327P4496.
1968 Ford LTD Wagon, 10 passenger, air, power steering
BURNERS: Two (2) high
$1795.011
and brakes
INTERIOR PAINTING. Free
pressure generating type for
FOUR DOLLARS an hour. Knapp
LOST TREE and walker Hound, estimate Work guaranteed- Can
earn
.)terosene.
salesman
Shoe part-time
$795.06
WILL STAY with elderly people
1964 Chevrolet Pick-Up,green, V-8, clean
female, 7 months pld. Lost at
„ Hwy. 94 East of Murray THERMOMETER: 50-50
this much and more because Drive In Theatre in Murray. furnith references. Phone 753- day or night in home or hospital.
TFC
MM.
dettee
Commissions are higher than
1971 Mimi 1260 Fastback,dark blue, 4 speed,
Phone Mary Ultimate Porter,
Black and white spotted. Phone
Fresh truck load of tree
$17115.00
Safety tread running boards,
J27P
• ever. No inveatment! Free 437-4329,
radio
522-3167.
Kentucky
Cadiz,
J21C WILL CARE forchildren in my
ripe FRUIT from Florida.
ladders and hand rails.
equipment! Free training
, '
Now speciiilized in
home, Monday thru Fridaz.
Hand spray 1"x 25' of metal or
program! Interested? Write E.
Yolked Jumbo
double
327P
753-1775.
Phone
BARER
rubber hose.
M. Bistow, Knapp Shoee, LOST: it- COLLIE and V2
HORNBUCKLE'S
32ec Shepherd male dog in Almo. Has
Spray bar - 12foot folding type
Brockton, Mass.02401.
shop,213Spruce Street, open 9:00 EGGS.
Standard Brand gas;
OR a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
EXTERI
R,
The right is reserved to 'eke
INTERIO
two collars, bob tailed. Reward:
Reg. 34.9 per gal.
All work through Satelilay. Haircuts $1.00.
the lowest and best bid, also
.127P painting; any size job.
Phone 753-6182.
_Preminum 39.9 per gal.
TFNC
"DON'T FENCE me in." If that's
reject any or aliblds.
guaranteed. Use first quality Boy'shaireutag.X:
Country SORGHUM 11.49
the way,,you feel about a 9to5lob,
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
-bucket or-242.49 bucket.
Febriiat7 28(
Avon is for you. Avon LOST, LARGE shaggy white Todd-,753-8495.
iNK.Cleaning back
SEPTICTi"SAVE,5 cents on MILK
--Repreeintativei set their own male puppy, answers to,name of
FRESH
hoe work:Phone Rex Camp,
Vs gal,
peir
5:00
after
-WI
753
Phone
*
Nugget.
.
!
IC!
famous
our
ELECTR
selling
Pours,
HARRY'S
TFC
3033.
on
enough
Save
F2C
Pill
STRAWBERRY PIE
products in their spare time. Call
Rewiring, Service Changes,
UP of gas to buy BASKET
?tow: Collect before 8:30 a.m. or
Electric Heat Specialist. No Job is :FOR ALL your home additions,
Sammons Bakery
of FRUITS.
after 6:00 p.m. 365-9424 or write FOUND POSSIBLE hunt1ig dog, too small. Reasonable rates. 1108 alterations, remodeling. etc
-ripe
vine
grown
Field
Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2, Box New Concord, Highway. Phone Sycamore.Phone 753753-5434
Free Estimates. Phone 753TO TOES.' .
.February 16C 6123. •
136A,Princeton, Ky.42445. 129C 75S-9349 after 5:00p.m.
TFC
J28C 2967.

Miss Your Paper

thathalfhire. Apstock pond.

753-1916

753-5865

side of US-es of wood
444, just a
pgrouncis,
aluminum
50 acres of w'fencing.
just south of
large twoAttractively
shady lot at
-priced at
that has 2
th plenty of
• SouthontizIg in -the
ock chicken
1 on the Old
a I00
.x
oom, dining
, enclosed
and a deep
of Puryear,
rame home
rty by the
ye reduced
ys in Hazel.
3-bedroom
res cleared
ge on two
urray, near
vacant lots
placement
AN EXdivided
rete block
nt units.
istriet.
lood River.
noway, in
, in Hazel.

753-7278

ROHN TV TOWERS

-

SEE THE SMALL
CAR EXPERT

at
604 S. 12th St.

753-7114

.

A I
CARn
FOR A DEAL ON
BETTER USED

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Associates:

Phone 753-4342
home phone 753-4910;
Edna Knight,
home phone 753-8958
Pat Mobley,

GORDON'S
FARMERS
MARKET

-

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
Open Evenings Ti! 8:00 *

S. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

a

4
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BANKAMERICint

4,11NOERY
When the Constitution of the the start of the strike'I had
United States was adopted, no many customer orders in
one had the foggiest idea that transit to the docks and since
Hawaii, which was then
most manufactureres demand
probably referred to, if at all, payment within 30 days I had
tas the Sandwich Islands, would goods bought and paid for that
ever become a sovereign state sat on the docks for over four
of the union.
months. I am still waiting for
Neither was it envisioned that some goods that have been tied
there would be a labor union
up in the Los Angeles harbor
development which, backed by area. I have lost business bun
Congressional action, would
the effects of the strike since
ever restrain commerce bet- most people are afraid to buy
ween states. For the framers of when we can give them no
the Constitution were quite delivery date. If the strike
adamant thafthere should be no resumes we face the prospect of
curbs on the free movement of closing our doors due to the loss
commerce between the states. of ready merchandise."
But a survey being conducted
Although there were many
by the National Federation
requests made for invoking the
Independent Business among cooling off period under the
the independent business
Taft-Hartley Act by Hawaiian
people.-of Hawaii clearly in- business people, and by Wilson
dicates that 96 percent of the Johnson, President of the
independent firms were either National Federation of InInrwl _ dependent Buainsaa.AL-__was
, seriously damagecti
out of Wetness by prolonged
permitted to go on for four
sea
strikes affecting the
months. The chief issue was not
transportation of goods and one
labor
versus
of
freight.
management, but a dispute
In fact, according to the between the longshoremen and
replies of the Hawaiian the teamster's union on the
respondents to the NPH3 question of Who should have
survey, during the prolonged jurisdiction over the loading of
longshore strike late last year, containers.
88 percent of the smaller
The NFIB survey asks
business firms suffered a loss of Hawaiian business people
ctps averaging $19,817.67 each. which of four bills now before
Individual firms reported losses the Congreas they would prefer .
Of sales euniOni_ from a modes to handle such situations that
$4,000 up to $350,000.. Many developed from the st the.
---reported they had to lay oft
• me Mutate &ow II permit
con, htvor a bill by finators MOM
'
'employees as the strike
tinned.
Fong of Hawaii and Meet
Another strike, 21 percent Taft, Jr., of Ohio which would
report, would result in the empower the Preeldist to order
permanent closing of their partial or fun resumption of
business, and less than 4 per- work in regional transportation
cent report they would suffer no disputes and order mandatory
direct damages because they arbitration.
deal only in commodities
A slightly smaller percentage
produced and marketed in the favor the administration bill
Islands.
which would permit a 30 day
While one third of the extension to the BO day cooling
respondents say another strike .off period under the Taftwould harm theca 411111ediatiligh—a-Hafeer-liket while permitting
another third say that at the essential operations to critical
end of 30 days they would be customers.seriously crippled.
Approximately 75 percent
The owner of one firm that favor al bill by Senator Daniel
lost $350,000 in sales comments, Inouye of Hawaii to authorize
"I have -had tt. Our sates were ibe-President to use chartered
down 25 percent for the year. vessels to tran.spdrt goods to
We may pick up 10 to 15 percent Hawaii during a strike. Apof that in early 1972 if there is no proximately 66 percent favor a
resumption of the strike. The bill by Senator Jacob Javits of
bulk of the business was lost to New York which would give the
Japan, Canada and Europe. President power to freeze the
This includes a lot of export - status quo in such a situation for
business the United States will 30 days before invoking the 80
never see again. I have can- day cooling off period under the
celled all expansion plan- Taft-Hartley Act.
s...Hawaii and Guam. Any new
The survey has no way of
Investment will be in Singapore. ascertaining the coats. to. the
If American workers would
Hawaii consumer during the
rather stand in welfare lines period although it is known that
than be productive, let them." living costs shot up steeply as
Another respondent who many essentials were brought
-report& a ad'i-a,nou .aew-ia.sales . -irfirfeaperisive-eir freight.-comments, "The shipping
One of the respondents who
strike we went through severely reported losing $150,000 worth of
crippled my_ hindmost to the .-sales _during. the strike . period
point I have expended my entire advocates cutting off military
cash flow and I have been shipments to Hawaii during
forced to seek an SBA loan. At such a strike.
He makes the point that the
government made sure that
supplies kept coming in for the
service commissaries and post
exchange stores which do a
February 13, 1972 has been, large share of the business
volume on the Islands.
designed "Race Relations
In a letter to Labor Secretary
Sunday" on the Kentucky
Baptist denominational James Hodgson he states, "A
calendar. "This time has national emergency does not
become over the past seven -exist as long as food and
years a very special date for clothing keep "cotrung into the
hundreds of Kentucky Baptist commissaries. Stop these
churches," a spokesman said. supplies and admirals and
generals would soon get the
Since this daywas adopted by
the Southern Baptist Con- point across that a national
vention as a part of their emergency was fast approaching. Cut off all sup.denominational calendar a few
years ago,only a small number plies-be fair to military and
of churches observed this civilians alike, and national
special day, but in 1971, ac- legislation would follow."
cording to the most accurate
estimate available, more than
7,500 southern Baptist churches
CHOSEN BEST FILM
did so.
NEW YORK (API - "A
Director
Rogers,
H.
William
Clockwork Orange." Stanley
of the Interracial Department Kubrick's new _motion picture.
of the Kentucky Baptist Con- was chosen by The New York
vention is encouraging every Film Critict as the best film of
church in. Kentucky to observe
this day by informing its
Jane Fonda was chosen as
members of opportunities of best actress for her starring .
service through a sermon, role in "Klute.'\
through pulpit exchange,
through choir exchange or
becoming involved in some . A SUSPENSE DRAMA
NEW YORK (AP) —"You'll
other outreach ministry to those
My Mother.•• 'Co-produced
Like
of another race.
by Universal and Bing _Crosby
The Southern Baptist Con- Productions, is a suspense draLife ma based on a novel by Naomi
Christian
vention's
Commission, directed by Foy A, Hintze Lamont Johnson *ill
Valentine and the Home direct from a Joe Heims script.
MisaiOn Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention under the
teadershitt -01 Arthur Rutledge.. Pri.-selooter boom
are leading the way in
WASHINGTON (UPII that
-promoting the observance of Thl cenatat Bureau predicts
reach
will
population
Race Relation.4 Sunday in over pre.whoof
snitlion by 1975 and - 30
34 800 --southern Baptist chur-----11581).
-11,
then, ineTudirig
Kentucky.
in
churches
Baptist
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5TART THE YEAR FF RIGHT WITH SAYINGS AT YOUR
01:21040.

* Prices Good Thum-Fri.-Sat.-Sun., January 27-30 *

Central Shopping Center
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
176 p.m. Sunday

-LADIES SATINETTE

LADIES JEANS
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Flare leg, wide ,belt loops.

LADIES

100% Nylon in pastels
and White.
REGULAR 5)99

SWEATERS.
Cardigan Style
65% wool, 35% seruvian
Alpaca. Wide way colors_

Checks and stripes..
50% Polyester
50% Cotton

Regular 53.99

Reg. '7.88
Sizes 10-16

Manufacturer's Close Outl

POLYESTER

Florida

DOUBLE KNIT MATERIAL
Asstd. fabrics and colors.
Plaids, stripes, solids.
Sizes 4-6X.

Exciting-new textures in lovely
colors just right
for Spring.
Machine washable
for easy care.

Reg.13.88 yd.

Regular 3P-6

anlon for easy care.
Short ste
Sizes S-M-L-XL.,

If it
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61 Il

BOY'S SHIRTS

iiit 1,0

GIRLS
1SWEATERS*

Bell Sleeve Style

11 lii\
I I \V\
I 1

1

Cardigan style, \ \
..1 \k.100% Orion, asstd
, colors. Sizes 3-6X.

-BONDED

KNIT MATERIAL
60" to 66" Wide

Reg. '2.96

Reg. '1.48

50% cotton, 50%
Sizes

Polyestet.

Reg.
'296

Flare leg, asstd.
fashieh
colors,
grY'S
permanentRe

$.192

JEANS
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6'X9' RUG
Easy care fabric in a wide

Standard Size

•100% Nylon Pile

selection of prints and solids. •Durable Latex Back

Race Relations
Sunday Named

Lightweight,
Yet Sturdy

Asstd. colors. Use in any room! •Decorator Solids
and Tweeds
Reg. '2.38

All Steel
Construction

Adjustable

Reg.
'3.99

Reg.
7.88

TRASH CAN LINERS
50 TO PACKAGE
20 Gallon Size - Leakproof

_ Fee
Retir.i
on U
Mona
minis
qualif

Mai
by 1..e
Dixie]
an ad,
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Music
sectIC
the
Magn
under
obtah
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EMIL

Reg.
2.27

TI

=1:117

SUN PINE
CLEANER
CLEANER - DEODORIZER

ALL
OCCASION CARDS

SAVE
$1.09

Hundreds of Household Uses
15-0z. Size
SAVE
AT
ROSES!

• Superior covering power only$

• Whatever you cover with

GALLON

LUCITE wet stays crefeci
when it dries.

• Soap and water cleanup

88.

'Sul"
Mfg

Retail Price 57 47-

Reg.
2 boxsl
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